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Abstract

The coiled-coil is a very common protein structural motif, consisting of two or more alpha helices intertwined in a supercoil. In biological systems it is found in proteins which fulfil a number of roles, for example in structural proteins such as keratin, as well as a large number of transcription factors and other DNA binding proteins, where it functions as a dimerisation domain. This versatile motif has also been adapted for a number of applications including the production of responsive hydrogels; the construction of self-assembling fibres for tissue engineering applications; as a cross-linking agent in drug delivery applications, as well as in the creation of biosensor surfaces.

In this study two different types of protein containing coiled-coil domains are examined. It is the aim of this work to increase the understanding of how behaviour of this motif at the molecular level relates to those at the macroscopic. The first set of proteins of interest in this thesis form pH-responsive hydrogel systems utilising a variant of the coiled-coil motif, the leucine zipper, as their cross-linking domain. These consist of two or more leucine zippers separated by random coil spacer sections. When the leucine zipper sequences dimerise, they cross-link the proteins forming a gel matrix. As charges within the leucine zippers alter, as the pH of their environment is altered, their relative stability changes causing them to associate or dissociate. This is reflected in a change in the physical characteristics of gels from viscoelastic solids to viscous liquids which is reversible. The bulk properties of these materials is well characterised, but relatively little information is known at the molecular level. Starting at the single molecule level and scaling up to the mesoscale, the behaviour of hydrogel-forming proteins has been probed using a range of techniques, particularly with respect to the interactions of the
coiled-coil forming domains. Studies described in this thesis have concentrated on the change of physical characteristics of these proteins and their assemblies as pH was altered. We have thus been able to connect behaviour of these proteins at the molecular scale to bulk properties of solutions and materials formed from them.

In the final experimental chapter a coiled-coil structure of more complex architecture is examined. This is formed of a ternary complex of three proteins which assemble into a two-stranded leucine zipper domain, designed as a cross-linking motif for nano-particle assemble. Force was used to probe the kinetic stability and mechanical strength of this assembly.

With the increasing use of the coiled-coil motif as a cross-linking domain in the use of biomaterials it is increasingly important to be able to connect the behaviour of such materials to the behaviour of the coiled-coil motif at the molecular scale, to gain further insight into the mechanics behind their behaviour.
Chapter 1 : Introduction

1.1 The Coiled-Coil Motif

The coiled-coil is a common protein structural motif, consisting of two or more α-helices, usually wound about each other in a left-handed supercoil (see Figure 1-1). It has been estimated to be found in about 2-3% of all naturally occurring protein residues (Burkhard et al. 2001) and was first observed in α-keratin in intermediate filaments (MacArthur 1943). It fulfils a number of functional roles in biological systems (Lupas 1996), most notably in structural proteins such as collagen, keratin and myosin, as well as in a large number of DNA-binding proteins, such as transcription factors where the coiled-coil motif acts as a dimerisation domain (Glover and Harrison 1995; Kammerer et al. 1998). In recent years this motif has been utilised in a number of applications, where it is used as a reversible dimerisation domain in the development of biosensors, cross-linking agents for drug delivery applications, environmentally responsive hydrogel systems, as well as the creation of fibrous materials for tissue engineering applications. In the work presented in this thesis investigations are carried out at the single molecule and mesoscale levels on a series of proteins utilising coiled-coil linkages for the formation of pH-responsive hydrogels. This was in order to improve the understanding of how properties of the molecules at this level relate to previous observations made of their macroscopic properties.
Figure 1-1: Top is an outline diagram of a simple two-stranded coiled-coil indicating both the pitch angle and the crossing angle. Below is a structure of an example of a two-stranded coiled-coil protein domain: the dimerisation domain of the protein cortexillin I obtained from the protein data bank, www.rcsb.org/pdb/cgi, number 1D7M (Burkhard et al. 2000).
1.1.1 Structure of Coiled-Coils

The classic feature of coiled-coil domains is a seven residue heptad repeat in their amino acid sequence, with the residues conventionally labelled with the letters \(a\) through to \(g\). The additional twist that the constituent helices undergo to allow them to intertwine is called the supercoil. The axis along the centre of the coiled-coil motif, the supercoil axis, most typically has a left-handed rotation. Coiled-coils have a distinct packing of side chains into a hydrophobic core, often described as “knobs into holes” packing, where a residue from one helix packs into a gap left between residues on the opposing helix. This structural model was first proposed by Crick in the early 1950’s from observations of \(\alpha\)-keratin crystal structures (Crick 1953; Lupas 1996; DeGrado \textit{et al.} 1999; Burkhard \textit{et al.} 2001). The residues at the \(a\) and \(d\) positions are, for the most part hydrophobic amino acids, (commonly leucine). They make up the hydrophobic interface between the helices, forming a 4-3 repeat (i.e. it repeats every four then three residues, with hydrophobic residues in the first and fourth positions), whereas the other residues form the more solvent exposed parts of the assembly. It has been estimated that in naturally occurring coiled-coil domains approximately 80 % of residues in the \(a\) and \(d\) positions are hydrophobic (Yu 2002). However, this leaves some of the residues in these positions as polar. Lengthy naturally-occurring coiled-coil structures do not tend to have continuous hydrophobic cores throughout, but rather a number of separate sections with hydrophobic cores (Lu and Hodges 2004).

Core-flanking residues found at positions \(e\) and \(g\) are often populated by ionizable residues (Oakley and Hollenbeck 2001), such as lysine or glutamic acid, which may also form salt linkages (Marti \textit{et al.} 2000; Yu 2002). Figure 1-2 displays a ‘helical wheel’ representation of a coiled-coil structure. In this type of representation, the coiled-coil is viewed as if sighting along the length of the supercoil axis. Each heptad occupies two complete turns of each \(\alpha\)-helix, with the \(a\) and \(d\) residues arranged into the interface of the coiled-coil.
Figure 1-2: Helical wheel representations of two-stranded coiled-coils. Shown here are the parallel (top) and anti-parallel (bottom) orientations. This view is a cross section looking down the axes of the coiled-coils. The hydrophobic residues at positions $a$ and $d$ form the hydrophobic core.
It is also possible for coiled-coil domains to exist in a right-handed form, where the supercoil winds in the same direction as the constituent $\alpha$-helices. Such proteins necessarily have to have a different geometry to the more usual left-handed form. Instead of a heptad repeat they consist of an eleven-residue undecad repeat (with residues conventionally labelled $a$ to $k$). In coiled-coils such as these, amino acid side-chains are mainly hydrophobic at the $a$ and $h$ positions and to a much lesser extent at the $d$ and $e$ positions (Lupas 1996; Yu 2002).

Two-stranded coiled-coils can be found in either a parallel or an anti-parallel orientation, i.e. aligned with the peptide backbone in the same direction (parallel) or in opposite directions (anti-parallel). The differences can be seen in Figure 1-2 by comparing the top and bottom diagrams. Where coiled-coils are parallel, residues at position $a$ will tend to pack against $a'$ residues on the opposing strand, while $d$ residues pack against $d'$. This leads to two distinct layers within the hydrophobic core with geometric requirements that are distinct from one another. In contrast in anti-parallel coiled-coils $a$ residues pack against $d'$. This leads to the formation of a single hydrophobic layer in the core (Oakley and Hollenbeck 2001). In both types of coiled-coil the amino acid side chains do not point straight from the helix, but are angled in the direction of the amino terminus. In anti-parallel coiled-coils the optimum interaction between side-chains of opposing helices is obtained when they point in towards each other and the $C_\alpha$ chains are not in register (Lupas 1996).

The $\alpha$-helices contained within the coiled-coil structure are generally tightly packed, leading to strong packing constraints within the coiled-coils, due to smaller internal cavities being more thermodynamically favourable (Efimov 1999; Yadav et al. 2005). Undistorted $\alpha$-helices have approximately 3.63 residues per turn leading to a pitch of about 140 Å and a crossing angle of 22° for supercoiled helices. The left handed twist in the majority of coiled-coils reduces the number of residues per turn to 3.5 (Lupas 1996), leading to two turns for each heptad, with one residue per turn packing into the core.
A commonly-occurring variant of the coiled-coil dimer is called the leucine zipper. It is so called because it is estimated that approximately 80% of side-chains occurring at the \( d \) position are leucine residues (Harbury \textit{et al.} 1993). It has been suggested that residues in the \( d \) position are more important for the stability of the dimer than residues at the \( a \) position (Skolnick \textit{et al.} 1999).

It is primarily hydrophobic forces which drive the folding during formation of coiled-coil assemblies. Many two-stranded coiled-coils are thought to fold with a two-stage transition between the monomer and dimer species. The monomers may already be partly helical before associating via an unstable and rate limiting transition state. Many of the hydrophobic side-chains that form the core of the protein may already be buried by the transition stage, before formation of the supercoil (Skolnick \textit{et al.} 1999; Bosshard \textit{et al.} 2001; Ibbarra-Molero \textit{et al.} 2001). However, the picture is most likely more complex than this. Studies of the temperature-driven unfolding of coiled-coil domains suggest that there are several transitions during dimer dissociation (Dragan and Privalov 2002). In addition there have been observations of the retention of helical structure of monomers after the dissociation of two-stranded leucine zippers at low pH (Moreau \textit{et al.} 2004).

Many two-stranded coiled-coils, including those found in the proteins GCN4, kinesin and myosin, have been observed to contain a fourteen-residue trigger sequence necessary for coiled-coil formation. For example, removal of the carboxy-terminal end of GCN4 containing this sequence was found to prevent the formation of the coiled-coil. It has been demonstrated that these sequences are autonomous folding units that control chain assembly (Kammerer \textit{et al.} 1998).

The hydrophobicity of the core residues (\( a \) and \( d \)) and those at the \( e \) and \( g \) positions can determine the number of helices that are present in a coiled-coil assembly. Polar residues buried in the core can lead to the formation of dimers, rather than trimers or tetramers (Akey \textit{et al.} 2001; Oakley and Hollenbeck
2001). This has been demonstrated by substitution of residues at the $a$ and $d$
positions leading to the formation of dimers, trimers and tetramers, (Harbury et
al. 1993). Residues in the core-flanking regions can also modulate whether
coiled-coil species are hetero- or homomeric. Studies using mixtures of acidic
leucine zippers containing pairs of glutamic acid residues, and basic leucine
zippers containing pairs of arginine residues at the $g$ and $e'$ positions, indicated
that the specificity of dimerisation appeared to be determined by the repulsion
of homodimers and attraction of heterodimers (Krylov et al. 1998). It has also
been shown that more generally, a single conservative substitution of an apolar
residue for another apolar residue within the hydrophobic core of a coiled-coil
(in this case a leucine to a valine) can modulate the assembly pathway of the
protein (Bravo et al. 2001). In addition single, buried polar side-chains can
also decide the orientation of a coiled-coil: i.e. whether a two-stranded coiled-
coil is parallel or anti-parallel (Efimov 1999).

Mechanisms for polar residues fitting into the core have been suggested,
including the filling of cavities with structured water molecules and changes in
the parameters of the supercoil, particularly the supercoil radius. For example,
in a designed three-helix protein, charged groups in the core were used both to
stabilise the predicted structure and to destabilise the formation of alternative
structures (Walsh et al. 1999).

The specificity of the packing of $a$-helices can also be governed by ionic
interactions at the core-flanking $e$ and $g$ positions of adjacent helices (Cohen
and Parry 1994). In parallel coiled-coils, the residues at the $e$ position can be
involved in coulombic interactions with $g'$ residues. In anti-parallel coiled-
coils $g$ residues interact with $g'$ and $e$ interact with $e'$ (McClain et al. 2001;
Oakley and Hollenbeck 2001). The charged side-chains normally found in
these positions can impose either attractive or repulsive electrostatic
interactions between opposing helices, which can include salt linkages (Marti
et al. 2000). These charged side-chains can be either fully buried, fully
exposed or partly buried depending on their position, with differing degrees of
hydrophobicity of the surrounding residues (Kohn et al. 1997). Studies of the
pKa of glutamic acid residues on a designed leucine zipper protein suggest that charged residues can contribute unfavourably to the stability of the coiled-coil, leading to the conclusion that the driving force for alignment of residues in a coiled-coil is hydrophobic and not electrostatic in nature (Marti et al. 2000). However if residues of opposing charge on opposite strands are oriented to allow them to form salt bridges this can increase the stability of the assembly. Such salt bridges are formed after dimerisation and play no part in the formation of the coiled-coil structures (Ibarra-Molero et al. 2004). In another study on a de novo designed anti-parallel coiled-coil, the alignment was dictated solely by electrostatic interactions between the core-flanking residues, as repulsive interactions disfavoured formation of parallel coiled-coils (Pagel et al. 2005).

Naturally occurring coiled-coils tend to be more stable at low pH values, because acidic residues become protonated and destabilising negative charges are therefore absent (Kohn et al. 1997). Conversely at low ionic strength, such as 10mM salt, coiled-coils tend to be much more stable at neutral pH’s than at low pH to both thermally and urea-driven unfolding. Above about 100mM of salt coiled-coils become more stable at acid pH. Ion pairs, such as those formed between lysine and glutamic acid, contribute to stability under these conditions (Yu et al. 1996). Krylov et al (Krylov et al. 1998) observed the coupling energy between several residues at the g and e’ positions on opposing helices in a coiled-coil dimer at varying salt concentrations. Homodimers containing residues of the same charge in these positions were destabilised, whereas heterodimers were stabilised by the presence of opposite pairs. The repulsion between charged glutamic acid residues on opposite strands decreased as the salt concentration was increased, whilst the attraction between oppositely-charged residues also decreased. In addition it was found that residues in the e position were more responsive to variations in ionic strength than residues at g. This was explained by the greater solvent exposure of position g compared with e.
1.1.2 Biological Functions of Coiled-Coils

The coiled-coil motif is found in a wide variety of functionally diverse proteins. They can form structural proteins, such as keratin (Kreplat et al. 2001), which is a major component of hair, nails and feathers; collagen, a major structural component of skin, bone and connective tissues; muscle proteins such as myosin as well as components of the cytoskeleton, such as intermediate filaments (Lupas 1996). Long coiled-coil strands are ideal for forming such filamentous structures. Coiled-coil motifs, particularly leucine zippers, are also prominent features of some transcription factors and related proteins such as the bZIP transcription factors $fos$ and $jun$ (Glover and Harrison 1995) and the yeast transcriptional activator GCN4 (Kammerer et al. 1998). Such proteins are only functional as dimers and it is the coiled-coil domain that allows dimerisation. In such DNA-binding coiled-coils, the DNA binding region is towards the amino terminal end from the zipper domain (Branden and Tooze 1991; Glover and Harrison 1995). In the case of the bZIP transcription factors different combinations of the subunits are held together by the dimerisation of the coiled-coil subunits (Hu 2000). The dimerisation and binding to the DNA are thought to be simultaneous events, which, to a large extent, are mediated via the formation of a stable coiled-coil structure (Marti et al. 2000). Coiled-coils can also be found in a large number of other proteins including the macrophage scavenger receptor, which is observed to undergo a conformational change dependent on the solution pH (Suzuki et al. 1999).

1.1.3 Applications of Coiled-Coil-Containing Proteins

The ability to design and manufacture synthetic proteins has made it possible to create new coiled-coil containing proteins tailored for predetermined functions. Such proteins have an emerging number of potential applications. These include:
For the creation of biosensors and affinity chromatography-based systems. In the laboratory of Hodges et al (Chao et al. 1998) a heterodimeric coiled-coil consisting of two proteins called E and K has been developed to act as a capture and dimerisation domain. Here a surface is first functionalised with the K peptide, before exposing to the E peptide already modified with the ligand of interest (e.g. an antibody). Such a method allows chemical modifications to be carried out away from the biosensor surface. A similar strategy using the same protein system was also used to create an affinity chromatography system for purifying recombinant proteins when modified with the E protein. A similar strategy has been carried out in other laboratories to create to create epitope display systems using coiled-coils as a cross-linking domain (Tang et al. 2001). In another study a temperature sensor was creating using the heat sensitive coiled-coil forming protein TlpA when combined with as a fusion protein with green fluorescent protein (GFP) (Naik et al. 2001).

For the production of fibres and cross-linking systems for use in tissue engineering applications. Such an approach has been taken by researches in the laboratory of Woolfson utilising the ‘sticky-end’ assembly of short leucine zipper proteins to self-assemble to produce long fibres (Ryadnov and Woolfson 2003). A variation of the same protein system has produced cross-linking structures for the assembly of nanoparticles (Ryadnov et al. 2003). A similar approach has been used utilizing dendrimers displaying leucine zipper domains, which self assemble to form fibrillar macrostructures (Zhou et al. 2004).

For the production of reversible cross-linking agents for drug delivery applications (Hodges 1996; Moll et al. 2001; Yu 2002). Here the heterodimeric coiled-coil domains are again used as dimerisation domains similar to the approach used above in the creation of biosensors, but instead bring a therapeutic agent, such as a drug, into close proximity to a targeting agent, for instance an antibody. By this method the drug can be concentrated in the tissues of interest.
Coiled-coils can also be used as a cross-linking motif for the production of hydrogels (Petka 1997; Petka et al. 1998; Guhr 2000; Tang et al. 2001). It is this latter application which is of primary relevance to this study, and will be described in greater detail in the next section.

1.2 Responsive Hydrogels from Coiled-Coil Proteins

The majority of proteins examined in this thesis are proteins designed for the formation of environmentally-responsive hydrogels, utilising coiled-coil assemblies as cross-linking domains between molecules. A hydrogel consists of a polymer matrix that contains a large number of hydrophilic groups, allowing it to absorb a large amount of water relative to its mass (Yang et al. 1999; Wang et al. 2001). A number of hydrogel systems presently exist, one example being polyacrylamide gels, used in the separation of proteins according to molecular weight by electrophoresis (Dunn 1987). A responsive hydrogel is a hydrogel whose gel-forming ability changes with changes of certain conditions such as temperature, pH or ionic strength. A number of pH- and thermally-responsive hydrogels have been created from polypeptides (Markland et al. 1999) and other polymers (Lee and Shieh 1999), which have a range of potential applications, most notably in drug delivery systems.

The proteins of particular interest to this work are ones which form hydrogels utilising the coiled-coil motif as a dimerisation domain. There are several systems which make use of this approach. One notable example is a hybrid hydrogel system assembled from a HPMA copolymer linked to a histidine-tagged protein via metal complexation (Tang et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2001). Here the protein sections were de novo designed to homodimerise to form coiled-coil structures. Melting transitions observed in the hydrogels formed from these assemblies were matched by the melting temperatures observed for the coiled-coil assemblies alone, suggesting that it was the coiled-coil domains which were responsible for the physical properties of the hydrogels.
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The proteins examined primarily in this thesis are two related systems of pH-responsive hydrogel proteins, whose cross-linking moiety is based on the dimerisation of leucine zipper sequences (Petka 1997; Petka et al. 1998; Guhr 2000). Although they are described in greater detail in the relevant experimental chapters, a general model of their gelation behaviour will be outlined here and illustrated in Figure 1-3. Each hydrogel protein contains two or more leucine zipper sequences separated by a polyelectrolyte spacer. Through the dimerisation of the leucine zipper segments proteins can become cross-linked to form a network which forms the matrix of the hydrogel. Through changes in environmental conditions, such as temperature, pH or the ionic strength of surrounding solution, the stability of these dimers is modulated. Under certain conditions, such as high temperature or a pH regime which causes the formation of a significant amount of repulsive charges, the leucine zipper sections no longer associate significantly, causing the majority of proteins to be dissociated. This causes the gel to undergo a transition from a visco-elastic solid to a viscous fluid. These physical changes are reversible with a return to previous conditions.

1.2.1 The A/B Helix Protein-Based Hydrogel System

The first set of hydrogel-forming proteins examined in this study were designed in the laboratory of D.A. Tirrell (CalTech) (Petka 1997; Petka et al. 1998). In essence they consist of leucine zipper sequences which act as cross-linking domains between the proteins, spaced out with long spacer regions, containing many hydrophilic amino acid residues. The spacer regions act as polyelectrolyte sections which increase the water solubility of the proteins, and allow swelling of the gel. They consist of units of the following repeating amino acid sequence, [(AG)\textsubscript{3}PEG\textsubscript{n}] (McGrath et al. 1992), where \textit{n} denotes the number of repeats of this sequence (either 10 or 28).

The leucine zipper domains are based on an original design by McGrath \textit{et al} (McGrath and Kaplan 1993; Petka 1997). The choice of residues in the core
**Figure 1-3:** Model for gelation of pH-responsive hydrogel proteins. As the environment is altered, the stability of leucine zipper dimers becomes altered, causing their increased dissociation/association, leading to transitions in the physical properties of gels from visco-elastic solids to viscous liquids. These transitions are reversible.
positions were based upon those found in the *jun* oncogene product, a leucine zipper type protein. They are acidic, A, or basic, B, depending upon the charges that may be adopted by residues in the core-flanking positions. It is worth noting that the only difference between A and B sequences is the sequence of residues in the core-flanking positions, otherwise they are identical. These regions on the A sequence are dominated by acidic glutamic acid residues, whilst on the B sequence they are mainly basic lysine residues. Each consist of 42 amino acids or six heptad repeats, and were designed to assemble with a parallel orientation. Figure 1-4 displays the helical wheel representations for the coiled-coils formed by homodimers of proteins A and B. In Figure 1-5 is a helical wheel diagram of the heterodimeric parallel assembly of A and B.

At ambient room temperature and near physiological pH, mixtures of proteins containing single repeats of the lone A and B helices in solution form heterodimers in preference to homodimers. In solutions of A or B alone weakly-associating homodimers form. The heterodimer conformation is preferred due to oppositely-charged residues in the core-flanking e and g positions (glutamate in the case of the A helix and lysine in the case of the B helix). In the homodimers the charged groups have a repulsive effect due to having the same ionisation state.

As pH is altered the stability of homodimers formed between sequences of the acidic A sequence is modulated as the charges on the core-flanking residues changes. Glutamic acid side chains have a pK of approximately 4.4 (Stryer 1988). This means that at acidic pH values not all of the glutamic acids in the core-flanking positions on the A helix carry a negative charge, with only approximately 50 % being charged at pH 4.4. As the pH is raised these residues become increasingly de-protonated leading to an increase in repulsion between the opposing helices, destabilising the coiled-coil assembly. This change in stability with pH has been confirmed by thermal melting studies of
Figure 1-4: Helical wheel representations for parallel homodimer assemblies of a) coiled-coil A; b) coiled-coil B.
Figure 1-5: Parallel heterodimeric coiled-coil assembly of leucine zipper sequences A (left) and B (right). Note that the two different helices differ only in the sequence of residues in the e and g positions.
proteins containing the acidic leucine zipper sequence. As the pH was increased a large decrease in thermal stability was observed between pH 6 and 7.5 (Petka 1997; Petka et al. 1998). At a pH of 7.5 almost all (>99%) of the glutamic acid side chains are charged, so it would be expected that any transition based upon changes solely based on glutamic acid would be below this pH. For proteins containing the B zipper with a large proportion of basic lysine side-chains (pK 10.5) in the core-flanking positions the opposite trend was observed (Petka 1997; Petka et al. 1998).

As a result of this behaviour, hydrogel proteins containing two of the leucine zipper domains separated by the polyelectrolyte spacer showed physical changes with pH. For proteins with two or more acidic leucine zippers they were found to form a gel at low pH, which changed to a viscous fluid at high pH as coiled-coil domains became destabilised. The converse was true for hydrogel proteins containing two of the basic B sequences. Solutions made from proteins containing both acidic and basic sequences will not be expected to show change in physical properties as pH is altered (Petka 1997).

At the amino-terminal end of each protein is a poly-histidine section, used for purposes of protein purification, and which plays no part in the function of the protein. At the other, carboxy, terminal end of the proteins is a cysteine residue. This residue is useful for the covalent linking of the proteins to other molecules and gold surfaces, and is thus useful for the immobilisation of the protein in experiments described in this thesis. In solution side-chains of these cysteine residues can also form disulphide linkages between proteins serving as a further cross-linking moiety.

The naming convention for these proteins follows the following convention: amino end helix; number of polyelectrolyte sequence repeats; carboxy end helix; cysteine residue. For example, the protein AC10ACys consists of two acidic A helices separated by a spacer containing ten [(AG)₃PEG] repeats. A variety of proteins in this hydrogel system are used throughout this thesis. For
clarity they will not be described in specific terms here but will be described in more detail in the relevant chapters in which they are studied.

1.2.2 A Hydrogel System Based on the F Leucine Zipper Sequence

Another coiled-coil-based protein hydrogel system was created, building on the work of Petka et al (Guhr 2000). This system utilises a different leucine zipper design, F, based upon the fos oncogene product, as a cross-linking domain and was designed to have a more pronounced pH response than the A and B sequences. A helical wheel representation of a parallel homodimer of F helices is illustrated in Figure 1-6. As can be seen, the F sequence is shorter than A or B and consists of only 35 amino acid residues, comprising five heptad repeats. Coiled-coils formed by F helices are acidic, with a number of glutamic acid residues in the core-flanking regions. This system would be expected to show pH-responsive behaviour similar to the A helix. Hydrogel proteins created by this system have similar architecture to the A/B system – they consist of leucine zipper sequences separated by the same [(AG)$_3$PEG]$_{10}$ polyelectrolyte domain.

Previously this protein system has been characterised using circular dichroism and viscometry. These experiments demonstrated that the proteins associated in a pH-dependent manner, being more stable at low and neutral pH where they were able to form gels, dissociating to form viscous liquids at high pH (Guhr 2000).

The naming convention for this series of proteins differs from that mentioned previously. It consists of L2F followed by the number of F and polyelectrolyte subunits collectively. For example L2FC3 contains two F coils and one polyelectrolyte spacer; L2FC7 contains four F helices with three spacers.
Figure 1-6: Helical wheel representation of parallel homodimer coiled-coil arrangement of helices of the F coil.
1.3 Aims and Objectives

A series of environmentally-responsive protein hydrogel systems have been created, utilising leucine zipper assemblies for cross-linking. These systems undergo reversible transitions in their physical behaviour, switching between viscous liquids and gels, in response to changes in pH, temperature and concentration. The pH-dependent transition is due to the change in ionisation of amino acid side chain in regions flanking the hydrophobic cores of the coiled-coils.

Whilst the bulk properties of these systems are relatively well characterised, little data exists on the molecular scale. It is the primary aim of this work to generate data at the single molecule and mesoscale levels to obtain an increased understanding of how properties at this level relate to those at the macroscopic level. This was undertaken using a range of biophysical techniques, described in greater detail in chapter two. The work included in this thesis builds on preliminary work previously undertaken (Stevens 2001; Kavourides 2003) which established that it was possible to carry out single molecule measurements of these proteins using atomic force microscopy (AFM).

In chapter three studies are presented which represent the most simple experiments in terms of experimental architecture, where hydrogel proteins are mechanically extended under different pH conditions to study any changes in entropic elasticity, using an atomic force microscope (AFM). Changes in the mechanical compliance of these molecules with pH can be related to changes of charge on the molecules. This has implications both for the swelling of hydrogels, and the behaviour of layers of hydrogel proteins attached to surfaces examined in later experiments (chapter 6). Most significantly, before further force experiments can be carried out, an understanding of the changing
stiffness of the proteins with pH needs to be known, to take account of the effect on the loading of force onto biomolecular bonds.

The studies described in chapter four concern the application of dynamic force using AFM to single homodimers of proteins ACys and BCys, which each contain a single A or B leucine zipper sequence. Previous experiments have been undertaken by Stevens to measure forces between homodimers of these proteins (Stevens 2001). However, the response of these systems to force under a range of loading rates has not been studied. In this chapter a dynamic force spectroscopy approach was undertaken to probe changes in behaviour and stability of these homodimers under force. Such an approach can yield data on the dissociation kinetics and reveal aspects of the energy landscape to unfolding, not possible with a static single loading rate approach. In addition this chapter describes a new strategy for the immobilisation of the proteins to the surface. By the co-incubation of proteins with an alcohol thiol molecule it is hoped to reduce the chances of ruptures of multiple proteins complexes, making the observation of single complexes only.

The studies presented in chapter five are on a larger scale than those looked at previously and concern attempts to measure the viscosity of various solutions of hydrogel proteins, at different concentrations and pH values. The resonance response of AFM microcantilevers is sensitive to a number of factors, including the viscosity of the surrounding solution. As such, if other factors remain constant then changes in the resonance frequency of cantilevers will reflect changes in solution viscosity.

In chapter six surfaces were functionalised with layers of proteins L2FC7 and BCys, to create pH-responsive surfaces. The properties of these surfaces were then examined using a variety of techniques, most notably dual polarisation interferometry (DPI) and quartz crystal micro-balance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D). The intention of this work was to use the optical and mechanical detection capabilities of these two techniques in a complementary manner to gain insight in to the behaviour of these functionalise surfaces. Both
changes in the layers themselves as the surrounding pH was altered and also changes in their ability to associate with protein in solutions of different pH were examined.

Finally in chapter seven a coiled-coil of more complex architecture than previously examined is probed using a single molecule dynamic force spectroscopy approach, similar to that used in chapter four. This system consists of three proteins, which together form a two-stranded leucine zipper assembly. These proteins were designed for the cross-linking of nano-particles in the formation of biomaterials. The aim of the work detailed in this chapter is to probe the stability of the assembly under increasing force, to allow the inference of some of the assemblies’ physical properties, such as dissociation kinetics. Also as any biomaterial which may be made using these proteins is likely to be exposed to external forces, probing their stability by mechanical means is especially relevant.
Chapter 2 : Instrumental Techniques and General Methods

Within this chapter the general instrumental techniques used throughout this thesis are described. However, the specific experimental methods used for each study are described within the methods sections of the relevant chapter.

2.1 General Methods

Unless otherwise indicated all chemicals and reagents used were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Ltd. (Gillingham, Kent). All aqueous buffers and solutions were prepared using high purity de-ionised water purified on an Elga water system (resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm), and filtered with a 0.2 µm syringe filter prior to use.

2.1.1 Template-stripped Gold

In experiments where the functionalisation strategy employed required gold (Au) surfaces, the template-stripped gold method (Hegner et al. 1993) was used to create a clean gold surface that is atomically flat. A mica sheet (Agar Scientific, Stansted, Essex) was cleaved down the centre to reveal a clean and atomically flat surface. Under vacuum, gold was evaporated onto this surface at 315 °C at a pressure of 10⁻⁶ mbar, before being allowed to anneal at 390 °C for 24 hours. The annealing step allows islands of epitaxial gold created on the
mica surface during evaporation to grow at the expense of smaller islands leading to the creation of a more even layer. The gold surface was then glued to a glass coverslip using two part epoxy-resin which was baked until hard for 2 hours at a temperature of 200°C. When the gold surface was required the sandwich was immersed in the solvent tetrahydro-furan for approximately 5 minutes allowing the mica to be peeled away in one piece. This exposed the gold surface which had previously been pressed against the mica. The coverslip carrying the gold was then rinsed with 100% ethanol and high purity de-ionised water before drying under a stream of N₂.

2.2 Atomic Force Microscopy

The atomic force microscope (AFM) was first described in 1986 by Binnig and colleagues as a new technique for imaging the topology of surfaces to a high resolution (Binnig et al. 1986). Since then AFM has enjoyed an increasingly ubiquitous role in the study of biological systems, both as an imaging and surface characterisation technique, and also as a means of probing interactions and properties of single biomolecules by the application of force to these systems. It is this latter approach which is relevant to the experimental work described in this thesis. Hence only the operation of the AFM for the obtaining of force data will be described here and not modes used for imaging applications.

2.2.1 AFM Apparatus

In Figure 2-1 the basic set-up of a typical AFM is shown. A cantilever, which may be either V-shaped, as shown, or a rectangular ‘diving board’ shape cantilever, attached to a chip has mounted upon its free end a pyramidal tip which acts as the probe of surface forces. The probes are most commonly made of silicon nitride (Si₃N₄) or silicon (Si). Typically the upper surface of
**Figure 2-1**: Basic set-up up the AFM. A pyramidal tip is mounted on the end of a flexible Si$_3$N$_4$ cantilever, itself attached to a chip attached to a piezo crystal. Deflection of the cantilever is monitored by the change in the path of a beam of laser light deflected from the upper side of the end of the cantilever by a photodetector. As the tip is brought into contact with the sample surface, by movement of the piezo, its deflection is monitored.
the cantilever, opposite to the tip, is coated with a thin reflective surface of either gold or aluminium (Al).

The probe is brought into and out of contact with the sample surface by the use of a piezo crystal, upon which either the cantilever chip or the surface itself is mounted. A beam of laser light is reflected from the reverse (uppermost) side of the cantilever onto a position sensitive photodetector. When the tip of the cantilever becomes deflected the path traced by the light changes position on the photodetector and as a consequence the magnitude of deflection of the cantilever can then be deduced using by the instrumentation software.

2.2.2 Use of AFM as a Force Sensor

Within certain limits the cantilever behaves as a linear, ‘Hookean’, spring. As a result the magnitude of the deflection of the cantilever can be used to calculate the force being exerted on the end of the cantilever using Hooke’s law:

\[ F = -kd \]  \hspace{1cm} \textit{Equation 2-1}

Where F is force (N), d is the deflection of the cantilever (m) and k is the spring (or force) constant of the cantilever (N m\(^{-1}\)), which essentially represents the stiffness of the cantilever.

As the tip of the cantilever is brought into and out of contact with a surface a force curve is generated. A sketch of a typical force curve is shown in Figure 2-2. The deflection of the cantilever is shown as a function of the z-displacement of the cantilever by the piezo. As the cantilever begins its approach (described by the blue trace) it is away from the surface and hence there is no net change in force detected (point 1. in the figure) – the cantilever is said to be at its free level. When the cantilever makes contact with the surface it is deflected upwards and a positive force is observed (point 2.). The cantilever is then retracted (red trace) and initially follows the path of the
Figure 2-2: Representation of a typical force curve generated upon contact of AFM cantilever tip with a hard surface. The force curve illustrated in a) shows cantilever deflection (with repulsive forces here represented as positive) against piezo displacement. Cantilever movement is shown in b), with numbered labels referring to the deflection of the cantilever at various points in the curve. In c) a force curve is shown corrected to show force against actual tip movement. Note that the attractive surface interaction ruptures while the cantilever is still in contact with the surface (z=0).
approach trace in the contact region. The cantilever often remains attached to
the surface by attractive forces which results in a downwards deflection of the
cantilever (point 3) as the probe and surface are separated. Eventually the
separation force becomes sufficient to overcome the attraction between the
cantilever tip and the surface and the cantilever returns to its initial free level
position. The force exerted by the cantilever can then be calculated using
Hooke’s law (equation 2-1) using the deflection of the cantilever and its spring
constant.

There are several methods by which the spring constant can be calculated, each
with their own advantages and disadvantages. These include the addition of
known masses to the free end of the cantilever and observing resonant
frequency change (Cleveland et al. 1993); pressing a cantilever against another
reference cantilever of known spring constant (Gibson et al. 1996); calculating
the spring constant from the ambient thermal excitation spectra of the
cantilever (Hutter and Bechhoefer 1993); and calculating a theoretical spring
constant from the geometry and material properties of the cantilever (Sader
1995; Sader et al. 1995; Sader 1998; Sader et al. 1999; Sader 2002) amongst
others. For its accuracy, convenience of use and its non-destructive nature the
thermal excitation method, developed by Hutter and Bechhoefer (Hutter and
Bechhoefer 1993; Levy and Maaloum 2002) was used throughout this work.

Here the area of the fundamental resonant peak of the cantilever under ambient
thermal excitation is used to directly calculate the spring constant of the
cantilever. A correction must be made to take into account the optical set-up of
the system i.e. how the laser and photo-detector are aligned with the cantilever,
changes in which can produce significant errors in spring constant
measurement. To do this the cantilever is driven into a hard surface to produce
a force curve (signal amplitude verses piezo displacement) and the slope of the
contact region of this curve is used as a correction factor in the spring constant
calculation. Multiplying the cantilever deflection by its spring constant will
then allow the conversion of the graph in Figure 2-2 into one which shows
force versus piezo displacement. To get a graph of force versus the actual
movement of the cantilever tip the deflection is then subtracted from the z-displacement on the x axis.

2.2.3 Instrumentation

All force measurements were carried out on an MFP-1D force molecular force probe (Asylum Research, Santa Barbera, USA), using IGOR Pro (Wavemetrics Inc., Lake Oswego OR. USA) as a software interface. For force measurements a variety of cantilevers were used throughout this work; these were NP type cantilevers (Veeco, Santa Barbera, CA), with nominal spring constants of approximately 60 pN nm⁻¹, ‘Park’ type cantilevers with nominal spring constants of 20 to 120 pN nm⁻¹ (Veeco, Santa Barbera, CA), and Olympus ‘diving board’ shaped cantilevers with spring constants of 6 and 30 pN nm⁻¹.

2.3 Quartz Crystal Microbalance

In chapter 6 experiments are described using a modified version of the quartz crystal microbalance (termed QCM-D) to determine changes in the physical properties of monolayers of pH-responsive proteins immobilised on surfaces. Described here is the theoretical background to the operation of the instrument and also how the instrument used was set-up during experiments.

2.3.1 Theoretical Background

The quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) has long been established as a method for the monitoring of film thickness changes in coating applications and for the analysis of adsorption of gases to surfaces via the monitoring of changes to the resonant frequency, f, of the quartz crystal (Sauerbray 1959).

The sensor in a QCM consists of a quartz crystal disc through which is passed an AC current via electrodes mounted on the opposing surfaces of the disc (see
Figure 2-3. This causes the disc to oscillate laterally at a frequency related to the mass of the disc and the current being passed through it. As an increase in mass is applied to the disc the frequency, \( f \), of the disc and its harmonics decrease proportionately. If the adsorbed film has a very small thickness and a small mass relative to the sensor crystal, does not slip on the sensor, and is sufficiently rigid to have negligible internal friction, then a change in the mass on the sensor can be calculated based on the change in resonant frequency of the sensor using the Sauerbray relationship (Sauerbray 1959):

\[
\Delta m = -\frac{C}{n} \Delta f
\]

Equation 2-2

where \( \Delta m \) is the change in mass, \( C \) is the mass sensitivity constant (equal to 17.7 ng cm\(^{-2}\) Hz\(^{-1}\) for \( f = 5 \) MHz) and \( n \) is the number of the overtone being measured (Höök et al. 2001).

More recently an extended version of the technique, QCM-D has been developed which monitors the dissipation signal, \( D \), in parallel to the \( f \) signal. Power to the crystal is applied in pulses, rather than constantly and the decay of the oscillations is measured between pulses. \( D \) is a dimensionless quantity, having no units, and constitutes the sum of all mechanisms by which energy is dissipated from the crystal. This may originate from interactions between the adsorbed film and either the liquid overlayer or the underlying surface, or from interactions between constituent molecules of the film itself (Rodahl and Kasemo 1996; Rodahl et al. 1997; Voinova et al. 1999; Höök et al. 2002). As a result it can give information on the dissipative properties of layers adsorbed to the sensor. This allows information about the mechanical properties of monolayers or thin films to be assessed.
Figure 2-3: Schematic of the QCM-D sensor crystal. The upper surface is largely covered by the upper of two gold electrodes and constitutes the sensor surface. When an AC current is applied between the electrodes the crystal oscillates laterally at approximately 5MHz.
2.3.2 Instrumentation

For experiments outlined in chapter 6 a D300 model QCM-D was utilised, (Q-Sense, Gothenburg, Sweden), with simultaneous frequency and dissipation monitoring. The sample chamber has a total volume of 80 µl. Before samples reach the sample chamber, they first have to pass through a T-loop embedded in a temperature controlled block to equilibrate the sample solution temperature with that of the sample chamber. This is essential as temperature variations can have a profound effect on both the $f$ and $D$ signals. The employed sensor crystals consisted of 1cm diameter quartz discs fitted with gold electrodes. The gold electrode on the upper surface constituted the surface onto which samples were introduced.

Standard gold-coated quartz sensor crystals (Q-Sense AB, Sweden) were used for all experiments and had fundamental resonant frequencies of 4.9 MHz and mass sensitivities of 5 ng/cm³ in a liquid environment (manufacturers quoted values). Changes in resonant frequency ($\Delta f$) and dissipation ($D$) were measured simultaneously at the third, fifth and seventh overtones. All samples were introduced in a volume of approximately 2.0 ml via an axial flow chamber, which included the T-loop, where the sample was thermally equilibrated at 23.0 °C for at least two minutes before injection of 0.5 ml into the sample chamber.

2.4 Dual Polarization Interferometry

2.4.1 Theoretical Background

The instrument used for the technique of dual polarisation interferometry (DPI) consists of a pair of wave-guides through which light, polarised in two planes perpendicular to each other, is passed (Figure 2-4). The light waves exiting the waveguides interact with each other to produce an interference pattern. The
**Figure 2-4:** Schematic of the waveguide set-up during DPI experiments. Light polarized in two directions perpendicular to each other is shone through two waveguides. As they exit the waveguides an interference pattern is formed. As adsorbed molecules interact with the evanescent field of the upper waveguide a change in the phase of the light travelling through this waveguide occurs causing a shift in the resultant interference pattern. This then allows calculation of film thickness and refractive index.
appearance of this interference pattern depends upon the relative phase of the light passing through the waveguides, which is affected by the refractive indices of the waveguides. The surface of the uppermost wave-guide constitutes the sensor surface, and as biomolecules are deposited upon this surface or immobilised molecules change their physical characteristics, such as density, the resultant change in refractive index of the waveguide causes a change in the interference between the light passing through the waveguides. By monitoring the resultant shift in the interference pattern, film thickness and refractive index can be directly measured (Cross and Ren 1999; Cross et al. 2003; Cross et al. 2004). Layer density can also be calculated from changes in the refractive index, using the relationship:

$$\rho_L = \frac{\rho_p \times (RI - RI_b)}{(RI_p - RI_b)}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2-3}

Where $\rho_L$ is the layer density, $\rho_p$ is the density for a tightly packed layer of protein (0.7100 g/cm$^3$), $RI_p$ is the refractive index associated with such a tightly packed protein (1.456) and $RI_b$ is the refractive index of the bulk solution, obtained during instrument calibration. The layer mass was obtained by multiplying the calculated density with layer thickness.

**2.4.2 Instrumentation**

Experiments in chapter 6 using DPI were carried out on an Ana Light Bio200 dual polarization interferometer kindly loaned to our laboratories by Fairfield Sensors Ltd. (Salford, UK), with an amine-functionalised FAR-100 chip (Fairfield Sensors Ltd., Salford, UK). Within the instrument the sample chamber consists of a continuous flow cell attached to a syringe pump. For all experiments the flow rate was set at 100 µl minute$^{-1}$ unless otherwise stated. The sample chamber was kept at a constant temperature of 20.0 °C throughout all measurements.
2.5 Surface Plasmon Resonance

2.5.1 Theoretical Background

The total internal reflection of light travelling through a glass prism is attained when the light encounters the interface of the glass with a substance of much lower refractive index, such as a gas or liquid. When this happens evanescent waves, which are an electromagnetic component of the light, penetrates a short distance into the medium of lower refractive index. When the surface of the prism is coated with a thin layer of a heavy metal such as gold the evanescent wave causes a resonant effect with the electrons in the metal layer. This causes an attenuation of the light reflected at a specific angle (the resonance angle) which is a function of the refractive index of the materials through which the light passes. The adsorption or desorption of molecules to or from the metal interface will affect the refractive index and cause a shift in the resonance angle. In this way the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) can be used to monitor changes in adsorption to metal films or layers of biomolecules attached to metal films (Höök et al. 2001; Kapoor et al. 2003).

A typical SPR apparatus is illustrated in Figure 2-5. Light is shone from a light source, through the prism coupler and then detected by a CCD detector. The entire sensor surface is sealed into a liquid cell, with analytes and macromolecules being allowed to flow over the gold surface at a predetermined rate and constant temperature.
Figure 2-5: Schematic of a typical SPR set-up. As biomolecules bind to the gold surface, interaction with the evanescent field causes a shift in the SPR angle, which can be related to change in adsorbed mass.
2.5.2 Instrumentation

Experiments using SPR were carried out on a Biacore3000 instrument (Biacore, Uppsala, Sweden). Unless otherwise stated flow rates were set at 5 μl min⁻¹. For protein immobilisation studies plain unfunctionalised gold-coated sensor chips (Au, Biacore) were used.
Chapter 3 : Mechanical Extension of Single Protein Molecules

3.1 Introduction

Whilst the hydrogel-forming proteins studied in this thesis have their pH-responsive association mediated by their leucine zipper regions, they also contain large random coil polyelectrolyte sections. The behaviour of these latter sections may possibly affect their properties in bulk solution. In addition the mechanical compliance of the proteins under investigation may affect the analysis of force measurements described in later chapters. It is therefore of interest to investigate whether the hydrogel-forming proteins undergo any such change in their properties as a response to pH. This chapter details a series of experiments designed to assess whether changes in environmental pH affect the intra-mechanical properties of single molecules of two related proteins, termed AC$_{10}$ACys and AC$_{28}$ACys, which are ordinarily pH-responsive in their functions. This was carried out using AFM-based force spectroscopic techniques to extend single molecules of these proteins, before fitting an appropriate mathematical model for the behaviour of polymers under force to the resultant force curves.

3.1.1 Mechanical Extension Experiments

The atomic force microscope has, amongst other applications, become a useful tool for studying the mechanical properties of single biopolymeric molecules.
The types of molecules which lend themselves well to mechanical extension experiments tend to be long biomolecules or polymers, such as DNA (Rivetti et al. 1998; Anselmetti et al. 2000; Bustamante et al. 2000; Zhang and Zhang 2003), long chain proteins (Rief et al. 1997; Rief et al. 1999; Zhou 2001; Ikai et al. 2002), complex carbohydrates (Camesano and Wilkinson 2001; Xu et al. 2001), and polypeptide chains (Lee and Vilgis 2002a), as well as other polymers, such as poly(methacrylic acid) (Ortiz and Hadziioannou 1999). These experiments have been carried out using a number of different techniques, including those based on atomic force microscopy (AFM), optical tweezers (OT) and the biomembrane force probe (BFP).

With regard to proteins, a large amount of work has been done on the giant muscle protein titin (also called connectin) (Rief et al. 1997). Titin consists of a long chain of tandem immunoglobulin (Ig) like repeats, as well as a small quantity of sequences rich in the amino-acids proline, glutamic acid, valine and lysine (termed the PEVK region). Extension of titin using mechanical force typically gives a ‘saw-tooth’-shaped force-distance curve (Rief et al. 1997) (Rief and Grubmuller 2002), where steep gradients in the curve respond to unfolding events in the Ig-like domains, and longer curved slopes represent the stretching of the extended polypeptide chain. Similar mechanical stretching experiments performed on titin using optical tweezers techniques (Tskhovrebova et al. 1997) were found to generate similar results, confirming that this observation was not an artefact generated by the AFM. Force extension experiments of the long protein spectrin, which contains many triple-helical coiled-coil repeats, yielded a similar pattern to that observed with titin (Rief et al. 1999). In more recent work (Lee et al. 2002; Lee and Vilgis 2002a; Lee and Vilgis 2002b) ‘protein-like’ copolymer chains with arbitrary sequences have been extended under force. It was found that the shape of the force-extension curve was caused by the unfolding of domains from a globular to an open-string conformation. The force relating to the transition from one domain to another was characterised as a plateau in the curves. When long-range interactions between the domains were present the sharp transitions due to unfolding of domains became smoothed out.
A range of different mathematical models have been developed to interpret data obtained from the extension of macromolecules, most notably including the free-jointed chain model (Rivetti et al. 1998), which models the polymer as a series of statistical segments with orientational independence (Kuhn segments), the length of which is a direct measure of chain stiffness, and the worm-like chain model (WLC). In the literature the WLC model describes the behaviour of polypeptide chains under mechanical extension well (Rief et al. 1997; Rivetti et al. 1998; Rief and Grubmuller 2002; Clarke and Williams 2005), and as such will be used for analysis of force curves generated during this work.

### 3.1.2 The Worm-Like Chain

The worm-like chain is a mathematical model which can be applied in the interpretation of the entropic elasticity of polymers and biomacromolecules. It has particularly been applied to the situation where a tethered polymer or long biomolecule has been extended by the application of an external force. In the WLC model the polymer is treated as a homogenous semi-flexible rod, with a contour length, which represents the end to end length of the rod if in a straight line, that undergoes changes in curvature due to thermal fluctuations. A simple representation of this model is shown in Figure 3-1. At very low applied forces the conformation of a polymer chain can be described by a self-avoiding random walk. Force applied to the ends of the chain causes it to become more extended leading to the formation of an elastic restoring force resulting from the reduction in the number of possible configurations. The WLC predicts that as the extension begins to approach the contour length the molecule will
Figure 3-1: A simple representation of a polymer chain modelled as a flexible rod with an end to end distance, $z$ and a contour length, $L_c$, representing the total length of the rod.
become stiffer (Ortiz and Hadziioannou 1999; Makarov and Wang 2002). The interpolation formula for the worm-like chain is shown in equation 3-1 (Bustamante et al. 1994):

\[
F = \frac{k_B T}{p} \left( -\frac{1}{4} + \frac{z}{L_c} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{1}{2} - \frac{z}{L_c} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{z}{L_c} \right) \]

Equation 3-1

where \( F \) is the force used to extend the polymer in Newtons; \( k_B \) is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 x10^{-23} \text{ J K}^{-1}); \( T \) is the absolute temperature (K); \( z \) is the extension of the polymer (nm), i.e. the end to end distance of the polymer; \( L_c \) is the contour length (nm) and \( p \) is the persistence length (nm). In essence the persistence length represents the entropic stiffness or flexibility of the polymer. More precisely it can be described as the length of the polymer over which the memory of a previous orientation of the molecule persists after stretching (Rivetti et al. 1998). The stiffer the polymer chain the longer the persistence length of that chain (Bustamante et al. 2000). Typical \( p \) values obtained for peptides as quoted in the literature are of the order of around 0.3 and 0.4 nm (Rief et al. 1997; Zhou 2001), which can be approximated to the length of a single peptide unit (0.38 nm). However, this can be affected by environmental factors such as solution salt concentration (Bouchiat et al. 1999), where ions in solution are able to shield charges on the polymer chain, such as amino-acid side-chains in a protein, from interacting with each other.

### 3.1.3 Proteins AC_{10}ACys and AC_{28}ACys

The proteins used in this chapter, termed AC_{10}ACys and AC_{28}ACys, are proteins which contain leucine zipper-based coiled-coil-forming domains. These domains can become associated in solution causing the proteins to
aggregate in to networks forming pH-responsive hydrogels, as described in chapter 1. The overall amino acid sequences of these proteins are shown in Figure 3-2. Both have a helix-loop-helix structure, where two leucine zipper domains are separated by a polyelectrolyte region consisting of repeats of an alanyl-glycine rich sequence: \((\text{AG})_n\text{PEG}_n\), where \(n\) is 10 for AC\(_{10}\)ACys and 28 for AC\(_{28}\)ACys. This linker in solution is designed to have a random coil conformation. The purpose of this region is to increase the overall water solubility of the proteins as well as to link the coiled-coil domains. The protein AC\(_{10}\)ACys consists of a total of 230 residues, of which 84 contribute to the helical domains and 90 form the polyelectrolyte linking region between the helices. This gives a maximum theoretical contour length for this protein of 87.4 nm, assuming that each residue contributes 0.38 nm to the length of the protein when extended (the length of a peptide unit). This is the length that would be obtained if the protein is stretched end to end into a straight line with no secondary structures present. With AC\(_{28}\)ACys there are 392 residues; again 84 make up the leucine zipper regions, with 252 residues forming the linking region. The maximum theoretical contour length for this protein is expected to be 150.0 nm if fully extended.

Both leucine zipper domains in each protein are the acidic A sequence as described in chapter 1. As pH is increased the concomitant increase in the number of negatively-charged glutamic acid residues within the leucine zippers increases causing an increased repulsion between adjacent helices in any coiled-coil structures present, and hence destabilising the coiled-coil. As a result of this at low pH, solutions of AC\(_{10}\)ACys and AC\(_{28}\)ACys of sufficiently high concentration will form a gel due to the cross-linking by the leucine zipper regions, whereas at high pH, where dimers are unstable and less populous they will instead form viscous liquids.
Amino acid Sequence:

**Figure 3-2:** Shown above is an illustration of the proteins AC$_{10}$ACys and AC$_{28}$ACys. Below is the amino-acid sequence or the proteins AC$_{10}$ACys and AC$_{28}$ACys. The sequence [AG$_3$PEG]$_n$ is an alanine and glycine rich region repeated n times. In the case of AC$_{10}$ACys n = 10 and for AC$_{28}$ACys n = 28. Adapted from (Petka 1997; Petka *et al.* 1998).
3.1.4 Experimental Aims

In this chapter, proteins AC\textsubscript{10}AC\textsubscript{ys} and AC\textsubscript{20}AC\textsubscript{ys} were mechanically extended using an atomic force microscope (AFM) and force extension curves were obtained. The intention was to assess whether changes in the charges carried by amino acid residues within the proteins would cause an alteration of the mechanical properties of individual protein molecules. This would also help to determine whether changes in the stiffness of the proteins would need to be taken into account in further experiments where force is applied to coiled-coil dimers in chapter 4. In addition it will help us to understand whether changes in the properties of protein chains of these or similar hydrogel proteins will have to be taken into account when looking at their behaviour both in bulk solution or in immobilised monolayers, as described in later chapters.

3.2 Materials and Methods

Measurements were carried out on a MFP-1D (Asylum Research) as described in chapter 2. Solutions of proteins were produced by allowing protein to dissolve in pH 7.4 solutions of 10 mM sodium phosphate and 150 mM sodium chloride to a final protein concentration of 1 μM. The 1 μM solution of protein was then allowed to incubate with a ready-prepared surface of template-stripped gold (see chapter 2) overnight, to allow attachment of protein to the gold by thiolate attachments via the cysteine residues located at the carboxy terminal ends of the proteins. After incubation the surface was rinsed several times with pH 11.2 buffer. This was to dissociate and hence wash away any protein not directly attached to the gold surface. The alkaline pH of this buffer causes the large number of glutamic acid residues to become negatively charged, causing repulsion between adjacent proteins and dissociation of coiled-coil complexes.
For the experiments described in this chapter NP-type AFM cantilevers (Veeco) were used, having nominal spring constants of approximately 60 pN nm\(^{-1}\). Before use, to remove any contaminants, cantilevers were cleaned by exposure for at least ten minutes to UV-light. This causes the breakdown of any contaminants from packaging materials etc on the surface of the cantilevers, by direct action of the UV itself and also by the chemical action of ozone produced by reactions of oxygen in the air with UV light. Cantilevers were left otherwise untreated.

Prior to making force measurements the cantilevers were calibrated using their thermal excitation spectra to determine their spring constants as described in chapter 2. Force curves were produced by allowing the cantilever to come into contact with the sample surface to allow interaction between the probe tip and proteins on the surface. The cantilever was then retracted away from the surface to allow mechanical stretching of protein chains adhering to the probe. Raw data was collected as deflection versus z-displacement of the piezo, and subsequently converted to graphs of force versus tip movement as described in chapter 2. A minimum of 1000 force curves were produced for each condition and with each protein. Force curves were initially analysed using an Igor Pro software interface (Wavemetrics), to determine extension forces and distances. Observation of the forces at which the protein became disengaged from the probe at each pH allowed the assessment of whether the attachment was changing with pH. Curves which showed clear single molecule stretches with a single rupture event, with minimal non-specific interactions were then selected for further analysis. Curves which contained large non-specific interactions arising from the interaction between underlying surfaces can obscure part of any specific event, due to the time needed for the cantilever to snap back into position. Raw data for each selected curve was then exported as delimited text into an Excel spreadsheet to allow further analysis. Curves from the same protein and condition were normalised by adjusting the scaling on the distance axis so that they could be overlaid. This was to take account of the fact that the picking up of a protein chain on the cantilever tip is a non-specific event where
the protein may become attached at any point along its length. Scaling of the force curves allowed comparison between curves obtained in identical conditions. Each individual curve then had the WLC model fitted to it. This was carried out by adjusting the persistence length and contour length parameters until the sum of the squares of the differences between model and experimental force values were at a minimum.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 AC$_{10}$ACys Extension Measurements

The AFM cantilever probe was repeatedly brought into and out of contact with the gold surface, with resultant force curves measured and corrected by the methods outlined in chapter 2. At the start of experiments force curves were taken on the gold surface prior to functionalisation with the AC$_{10}$ACys protein to serve as negative controls. With these measurements no specific force curves were observed. Example of single specific interactions are shown in Figure 3-3a. A specific interaction caused when a biomolecule is stretched typically has a curved profile and extends away from the surface. In these control measurements the approximately 90% of curves had no interaction between the surface and the probe, while the remaining curves displayed adhesion events typical of ‘non-specific’ surface interactions. A non-specific interaction which occurs between the underlying surfaces is typified by an adhesion event which is linear with the contact region of the force curve and does not extend away from the surface prior to detachment (Burnham and Colton 1989). An example non-specific interaction is illustrated in Figure 3-3b. This demonstrates that the surface, probe tip and buffer solutions were free of contaminants, such as polymers from packaging materials for the cantilevers, which may have given rise to the incorrect identification of specific force curves.
Figure 3-3: a) A series of example force extension curves obtained with AC$_{10}$ACys. As the protein is extended there is initially little resistance. As the protein becomes increasingly extended the force increases in a non-linear manner until the protein becomes dissociated from the tip with a rupture event. 

b) An example non-specific interaction between the tip and an underlying surface. Note that the negative force region is linear with the contact, indicating that it is adhesion at the surface.
After the surface was functionalised with the AC_{10}ACys protein, measurements were taken in three different pH environments (pH 4.5, pH 7.4 and pH 11.2). The environmental pH was varied by using sodium phosphate solutions adjusted to different pH values using NaOH. During each experiment a minimum of one thousand measurements were taken for each pH condition. An example force extension curve representing the stretching of a single molecule taken from a surface functionalised with AC_{10}ACys is shown in Figure 3-3. For clarity, only the retract trace is shown. As the cantilever tip leaves the surface (z extension is zero) there is no net force on the cantilever. As the protein becomes increasingly extended its resistance to further extension increases and results in a non-linear increase in force. This results in the characteristic curved appearance of the force curves. Eventually the protein becomes disengaged from the tip resulting in a sudden change from the maximum force reached to a net force on the cantilever of zero as it returns to its free level, at an extension of approximately 60 nm. As the carboxy-terminal end of the protein is anchored to the gold surface by a covalent thiol linkage, the rupture event is likely to always result from the parting of the protein chain from the tip and not the surface, as the protein is only attached to the tip by non-specific physisorption. Figure 3-4 shows histograms displaying the maximum force and extension length obtained for the observed specific interactions for one such experiment performed on AC_{10}ACys. In general it can be seen that the distributions for force have similar appearances for each pH, suggesting that the interactions between the probe and the protein is not altering with pH. The cantilever tip may interact with the protein at any point along its length, giving rise to the range of extension lengths observed. The majority of extensions fall well within the expected maximum contour length of 87.4 nm for AC_{10}ACys calculated from a peptide bond length of 0.38 nm multiplied by the number of amino acid residues present in the protein. However, there are a small number of extensions above this value. It is possible that these may be due to adhesion events with proteins attached to raised features on the surface or possibly higher order assemblies of proteins. It
Figure 3-4: Histograms showing maximum forces (left) and distances (right) obtained from specific stretches of AC\textsubscript{10}ACys molecules with the AFM probe under different environmental pH regimes. The modal (peak) forces and extensions are indicated next to each histogram. Peak values were obtained by Gaussian fits, superimposed over each histogram.
is also apparent that the extension distances recorded at pH 4.5 seem to be considerably shorter than at the other pHs, with a mean distance of 18 nm compared with mean extensions of around 40 nm for pH 11.2 and 7.4. The protein contains a large number of acidic glutamic acid residues, both in the polyelectrolyte spacer region and in the leucine zipper sequences. At a pH of 4.5 only approximately 50% will carry a negative charge, whereas at pH 7.4 over 99% will be ionised. The electrostatic repulsion between these residues may be expected to cause the protein to adopt a more open and extended conformation, and hence for the same force applied a longer extension may be reached than for an uncharged protein chain. Such an increase in the extension would be expected to be reflected by an increase in $p$ (Li and Witten 1995).

In previous intra-mechanical measurements carried out on AC$_{10}$ACys chains (Stevens 2001; Stevens et al. 2002) small adhesion events were noted close to the surface, before mechanical stretching of single AC$_{10}$ACys curves. It was conjectured that this represents the separation of the two leucine zipper regions as tension is applied to the molecule. In this study adhesion events were observed close to the surface, but were relatively large and inconsistent in size, varying both in length and in force between a few tens of piconewtons and up to one nanonewton. An example of such a curve is illustrated in Figure 3-5. Such adhesion events observed in this study are most probably due to adhesion between the tip and the protein-coated surface. This could consist of multiple attachments both directly to the tip and between the proteins being extended and other proteins on the surface.

The worm-like chain model (WLC) was fitted to all the selected curves by adjusting values of $p$ and $L_c$ until the sum of the squares of the differences between the model and the experimental data reached a minimum. A typical WLC model fit to a single experimental curve is shown in Figure 3-6.
Figure 3-5: Example force extension curve showing adhesion close to the surface.
Figure 3-6: An example of a fit of the WLC model (red) to experimental data (blue). This particular fit has a persistence length of 0.11 nm.
Before applying WLC fits to force curve data, curves had to be selected for suitability according to the following criteria. They had to have single specific rupture events, indicating that only single proteins had been extended, and also have extensions within the maximum theoretical extension length of 87.4 nm. Finally, to ensure good fits, curves with rupture events of only 50 pN and greater were selected for further analysis. This was to ensure that the majority of the curve rose above the noise generated by the ambient thermal excitation of the cantilever (approximately 20 pN rms amplitude for the type of cantilevers used in these experiments). Selected curves were then overlaid upon each other by normalising them to the same contour length to take account that different lengths of the protein being stretched each time. To do this the extension lengths appearing on the x-axis were adjusted so that all the curves coincided at a force of 50 pN. This allowed the WLC model to be fitted to an ensemble of all the curves obtained for each pH. This has the advantage of increasing the number of data points that the model is fitted to, and thus increasing the reliability of any numbers obtained. Before this was carried out, WLC fits were also made to individual curves both before and after normalising, to ensure that persistence length values obtained were not affected by the scaling of the force curves. A comparison of the data from these two sets is shown in Figure 3-7. The data points are extended in a line originating at the abscissa, indicating that there is no difference between the data points. This gives a clear indication that the normalising procedure does not cause changes to the p values obtained when fitting the WLC to normalised curves.

An example of an ensemble of normalised and overlaid curves is shown in Figure 3-8. The ability to superimpose the curves in this way demonstrates that the curves are reproducible suggesting that the same type of stretching event is being observed each time, i.e. that they all result from the stretching of single polypeptide chains rather than resulting from stretches of varying numbers of polypeptide chains (Rief et al. 1997).

The persistence length data generated by the fits to the experimental data for the three different pHs is shown in Figure 3-9. The error bars indicated on the
Figure 3-7: Comparison of persistence lengths generated by fits to the normalised and unscaled individual force curves. The diagonal line originating from the zero point of both axes indicates that there is no overall difference. The occasional slight divergence from this line is probably due to small errors generated during curve fitting.
**Figure 3-8:** A series of force curves generated by the extension of single chains of AC10ACys overlaid by scaling to the same contour length, before fitting them to the WLC simultaneously. The data shown here are the force curves obtained at pH 11.2.
Figure 3-9: Persistence lengths for AC10ACys generated by fitting of the WLC model to ensembles of force curves. Bars represent standard deviation of the mean obtained from fits to the individual force curves.
graph are the standard deviations of the mean obtained from the fits to individual curves. Values calculated for $p$ are approximately 0.38, a value in agreement with values quoted in the literature of 0.4 for proteins in a random coil conformation (Rief et al. 1997). No significant observable difference was observed in $p$ with pH. Given the difference in average maximum extension length between the pH values studied, it would have been expected that an increase in $p$ with an increase in pH would occur. However, it is possible that such a change was too subtle to be observed by the methods used here.

Due to the size of the surface adhesion events mentioned previously, combined with the strict criteria for selecting force curves suitable for further analysis using the WLC there was a high attrition rate with the number of curves suitable for analysis. From a total of two thousand force curves generated for each pH only a very small proportion were suitable for fitting of the WLC especially at low pH ($n = 26$ for pH 11.2; $n = 18$ for pH 7.4; and $n = 8$ for pH 4.5). It was decided to repeat these experiments using the longer protein $AC_{28}ACys$. The longer contour length of this protein was expected to generate longer stretches, which would make any initial adhesion at the surface interfere with a smaller proportion of the force curve. Also the longer extensions would provide force curves containing a greater amount of data points, allowing for a greater accuracy when fitting the WLC. In addition it might indicate whether the change in the maximum extension length previously observed for $AC_{10}ACys$ would have an effect on the observed mechanical properties of the protein.

3.3.2 $AC_{28}ACys$ Extension Measurements

The $AC_{28}ACys$ protein is similar to the already examined $AC_{10}ACys$ protein, but with a spacer region consisting of 28 repeating units instead of 10. This will have no affect on the macroscopic properties of the molecule, as there is
no change to the cross-linking leucine zipper regions. However, the change in length may effect its mechanical response to applied force.

Experiments were carried out according to the same methodology as with AC$_{10}$ACys in section 3.3.1. Before the commencement of each experiment approximately fifty force curves were taken with the cleaned sample surface prior to functionalisation with the AC$_{28}$ACys protein. No curves were obtained that had evidence of any specific stretching events, showing that the surface, cantilever tips and buffer solutions were free from contaminants that could produce force curves that could be confused with those obtained from AC$_{28}$ACys. Curves obtained from the bare surface showed either no interaction or only non-specific interactions with the underlying surface.

After surfaces were functionalised with the AC$_{28}$ACys protein, surfaces were immersed in phosphate buffers of pH 11.2, 7.4 or 4.5. Force measurements were taken at each pH and the resultant force curves as well as the maximum force and extension distances were recorded. Figure 3-10 shows histograms generated for maximum extension and detachment forces for each of the measured pH values. As would be expected from a protein with a longer contour length, on average longer stretches were observed here than were observed with the AC$_{10}$ACys protein, but remain within the maximum theoretical contour length of 150 nm for AC$_{28}$ACys. In addition the average extension distances seem to alter with pH in the same manner. At pH 4.5 a mean maximum extension distance of about 33 nm is observed, at pH 7.4 it is at 59 nm and pH 11.2 has a mean maximum extension of 82 nm. This is similar to the observation made with the AC$_{10}$ACys protein. Also the distributions appear to be much broader at pH 7.4 and pH 11.2 than at pH 4.5, indicating a greater variance in extension distances for these pHs.

Curves suitable for fitting the WLC model to were selected according to the same criteria as for AC$_{10}$ACys. Again curves were scaled to the same contour length and were found to overlay well with each other, showing that they represented the same type of stretching event, i.e. that of single molecules of
Figure 3-10: Histograms of maximum force and extension length generated by stretches of single AC$_{28}$ACys molecules at different environmental pH. The peak force and extension are indicated next to each histogram.
AC_{28}ACys. An example of overlaid curves taken from measurements of AC_{28}ACys at the same pH is shown in

Figure 3-11. The WLC model was fitted to the curves according to the same procedure as with AC_{10}ACys and the resultant data is shown in Figure 3-12. The $p$ values were again calculated at 0.38 nm, as observed for AC_{10}ACys, suggesting that the increased length of the polyelectrolyte spacer region did not affect observations. In addition the persistence length was not altered by pH.

3.3.3 General Discussion

Both AC_{10}ACys and AC_{28}ACys showed an apparent decrease in the average maximum extended length at pH 4.5 when compared with pH 7.4 and 11.2. This is unlikely to be due to a change in the adhesion of the proteins to the probe as there appears to be no change in the appearance of the force distribution with pH. In addition the majority of maximum extension lengths suggest that the majority of probe-protein interactions occurred in the polyelectrolyte region for all pH values studied. It is therefore unlikely that the probe was interacting with the protein in a different way at each pH. A possible explanation is the change in charge of amino acid residues along its length. The AC_{10}ACys and AC_{28}ACys proteins contain a large number of residues which can carry a charge, most notably a preponderance of glutamic acid residues, both in the leucine zipper regions and in the central spacer region. In the absence of screening by ionic species in the water the presence of an overall charge on a polymer can cause it to become elongated due to repulsion effects (Li and Witten 1995). Glutamic acid side chains have a pK of 4.4 (Stryer 1988). At pH 4.5 only approximately 50 % of glutamic acid residues will be de-protonated and carry a negative charge, whereas at a pH of 7.4 and above almost all will be de-protonated. Therefore at high pH there will be a greater amount of repulsion between these residues than at low pH. As a result
**Figure 3-11:** Force distance curves obtained from extension of AC$_{28}$ACys protein scaled to the same contour length and overlaid. Superimposed (black) is the WLC fit to this data.
Figure 3-12: Persistence length values obtained from WLC model fits to force curves of the protein AC_{28}ACys.
it would be expected that any change in the flexibility of these proteins would be observed as pH changes between acid and neutral ranges, which is what is observed with the change in the average maximum extension lengths. This makes it likely that the behaviour observed is due to the repulsion between glutamic acid side chains along the length of the proteins causing them to become elongated. However, if this was the case then we would expect there to be a simultaneous alteration in the stiffness of the proteins, leading to changes in persistence length with pH, but this was not observed.

3.4 Conclusions

The entropic elasticity of two similar proteins in random coil configurations has been probed at three different pH regimes by the application of a mechanical extension. Measured values of $p$ were comparable with values quoted in the literature of 0.4 nm for protein chains in a random coil conformation.

It was also observed in both proteins that the average maximum extension lengths were shorter at pH 4.5 than at both pH 7.4 and pH 11.2. This could also be caused by repulsive forces present between the negatively charged glutamic acid residues causing the proteins to more readily accept an elongated conformation. However, if this was the case it would be expected that there would be a concurrent increase in $p$, which was not observed. It is possible that any changes in $p$ caused by changes in the charge of the proteins may be too subtle an effect to have been observed by the methods utilised here.

The information generated by the work described in this chapter has implications of two sorts. The observed elongation of the hydrogel proteins is consistent with an observed swelling of hydrogels as pH is increased (Petka 1997). Secondly it had implications for experiments described in later chapters where force is applied to biomolecular bonds. The compliance of proteins to a
mechanical force has implications to the rate at which force can be applied to biomolecular bonds within the proteins. This is discussed further in chapter 4.
Chapter 4: Probing the Interaction

Between Single Coiled-Coil Dimers using Force

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter a series of experiments are described to determine the behaviour of single coiled-coil dimers as environmental pH is varied, using the application of force to probe pH-related changes in their stability. The application of force to single biomolecular bonds is a subtle approach to probing the behaviour, particularly the kinetics, of long-lived non-covalent bonds. Many biological bonds have very long lifetimes, making the measurement of dissociation kinetics problematic. The application of force to these bonds serves to accelerate the dissociation kinetics, shortening the lifetime of these bonds.

Two coiled-coil forming proteins are examined by this approach, ACys and BCys. The intention of the work presented in this chapter was to probe changes in the stability of homodimers of these proteins, using force. In addition a new immobilisation strategy is employed using the co-functionalisation of surfaces with both protein and alcohol thiol molecules to cause proteins to be diluted on the surfaces and hence limit occurrence of multiple interactions. Dimers formed by the acidic protein ACys was expected to have greater stability at low pH than at high pH, with the converse true for homodimers of BCys. At all velocities examined ACys dimers dissociated at greater forces at pH 4.5 and
7.4 than at pH 11.2, demonstrating greater mechanical stability. At the single retraction velocity at which BCys dimers were probed, dimers dissociated at a lower force at pH 4.5 than at the other two pH values, although the differences were less pronounced than for ACys.

By taking a dynamic approach and applying force at a range of rates, it was possible to extrapolate back to the zero force state to predict the natural dissociation rate of the bond. Before describing experiments it is necessary to present a summary of the theory behind this dynamic force technique.

**4.1.1 Dynamic Force Spectroscopy**

A range of instruments have been utilised in the application of force to biomolecular bonds, most notably the atomic force microscope (AFM) (Allen *et al.* 1997; Rief *et al.* 1997; Rief *et al.* 1999; Clausen-Schaumann *et al.* 2000; Allison *et al.* 2002), optical tweezers or laser optical traps (LOT) (Tskhovrebova *et al.* 1997), magnetic tweezers (MT) (Gosse and Croquette 2002; Danilowicz *et al.* 2003; Trepat *et al.* 2003) and the biomembrane force probe (BFP) (Evans and Ritchie 1997; Merkel *et al.* 1999; Nguyen-Duong *et al.* 2003). While the instruments used in each of these techniques at first appear to be very different to each other, they all apply force in a very similar manner. The biomolecular bond of interest is linked either by direct covalent attachment or via a polymer linker to a spring of some kind which acts as a transducing mechanism allowing measurement of the response of the bond to force. In the case of AFM this is the silicon microcantilever; for LOT this is a potential well caused by the interaction of beams of coherent laser light, in which a bead is trapped; whilst with the BFP, a membrane capsule, such as a red blood cell, is used. In all cases a ramp of increasing force can be applied to the bond of interest via this transducing mechanism.

Application of force to probe the strength of biomolecular bonds has required the development of an analytical approach to evaluate the experimental data fully in order to generate meaningful information, such as dissociation kinetics.
This was pioneered by Evans and colleagues (Evans and Ritchie 1997) to encompass a dynamic approach where the force required to break chemical bonds is a function of the rate at which the force is applied. The groundwork for the analysis of the dynamic force spectra of single molecular bonds was laid by the theoretical work of Kramers (Kramers 1940) in the 1940’s, which examined the behaviour of chemical bonds under thermal excitation in a harmonic well. By the application of force at a range of rates of loading of force several orders of magnitude apart it is possible to extrapolate back to the zero force regime and gain insight into the kinetics of the unloaded system. In addition information can be obtained which describes the energy landscapes for dissociation of bonds by the unmasking of previously hidden barriers and transition states.

4.1.1.1 Dissociation of Molecular Bonds Under Applied Force

All biomolecular interactions occur in a fluid environment and are thus subject to the Brownian motion that results from the thermal fluctuations of the surrounding solvent molecules. Collisions with the surrounding water molecules serve to provide energy allowing bonds to make attempts at escaping from a potential well. As a result the kinetics for dissociation of the bond are dominated by the viscous damping of the system (Kramers 1940; Evans 2001). The simplest situation that can be considered is escape from confinement by a single sharp energy barrier. Escape from the bound state can be conceptualised by a movement along a reaction coordinate from an energy minimum over a barrier via a saddle point in the energy surface (Evans and Ritchie 1997; Evans 1998). This is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 4-1a. The energy minimum on the left hand side of the landscape represents the situation in the bound state. Movement to the right represents a progression towards an unbound state, but requires the negotiation of the energy barrier, $E_b$. Here $E_0$ represents the difference in energy between the bound and unbound states and $\Delta E_b$ is the difference between $E_0$ and $E_b$. As an external force is applied to the bond the energy landscape is tilted (Figure 4-1b) by a
Figure 4-1: Notional energy landscape for a bond confined by a single sharp activation barrier along a scalar reaction coordinate, x. b) An external force applied to the bond, at an angle $\theta$, has the effect of tilting the energy landscape by $-f \cos \theta x$ and thus lowering the energy of the confining barrier.
mechanical potential – $f \cos \theta \times$. This causes an exponential decrease in the energy barrier, $E_b$, which can have a dramatic effect on the kinetics of unbonding. The rate of unbonding (or off-rate) increases in an exponential manner with relation to an increase in applied force as first postulated by Bell (Bell 1978; Evans 2001). This leads to the following rate equation:

$$v_u(f) = v_0 \exp\left(\frac{fx_b}{k_BT}\right) = v_0 \exp\left(\frac{f}{f_b}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 4-1}$$

Here $v_0$ is the rate of unbinding at zero force; $f$ is force. $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant and $T$ is absolute temperature, where the term $k_BT$ represent the thermal energy in the system. Also included, $f_b$ is the force scale, a measure of a resistance to force of a bond, and which can be directly related to the distance to the energy barrier along the reaction coordinate from the bound state, $x_b$, by the following relationship: $f_b = k_BT/x_b$ (Clarke and Williams 2005).

However, this single barrier model of a dissociation event is a simplified picture of what actually occurs in the majority of situations. Most biomolecular interactions consist of a large number of small interactions rather than one simple discreet bond, and it would thus follow that energy landscapes are much more rugged and complex than that described by a single barrier. In Figure 4-2 is sketched a notional energy landscape which contains two energy barriers of different heights. Under no force the second energy barrier is higher and thus dominates unbonding. Applied force will tilt the energy landscape, until eventually a force will be reached above which it is the first smaller inner barrier that becomes the dominant energy barrier. It can be predicted that the unbonding rate constant will rise in a force dependent stepwise manner, with the rate of transition increasing less and less with each increase, as subsequent barriers are overcome (Evans 1998).

For most experiments which employ force to accelerate the dissociation of chemical bonds, including those described in this thesis, the force applied is not constant, but rather a ramp of increasing force is applied to the bond. This
Figure 4-2: Energy landscape for a bond confined by two energy barriers. With no force present the second energy barrier is higher and thus is the dominant barrier to unbonding. As the energy landscape becomes tilted under an applied force the relative heights of the barriers change until eventually the first energy barrier becomes more prominent.
is a direct consequence of force being applied via a transducing mechanism. The rate with which force is applied to the bond, i.e. the loading rate, \( R_f \), needs therefore to be considered. The loading rate consists of the stiffness of the system mediating the application of force, \( k \) (its 'spring constant'), multiplied by the velocity, \( v \), with which the force is applied (for AFM measurements, this is simply the speed with which the probe is retracted), i.e. \( R_f = kv \) (if ignoring the contribution of polymer linkers to the compliance of the system – see section 4.1.1.2 for further discussion). Retract velocities for AFM instruments can vary from about 10 nm s\(^{-1}\) to around 10 000 nm s\(^{-1}\) in principle. However in practical terms this is limited further. At high retract speeds hydrodynamic drag on the cantilever can cause it to become deflected, resulting in erroneous force values. In addition limitations of the instruments sampling speed leading to force curves consisting of relatively few data points, giving a practical upper velocity of approximately 5 000 nm s\(^{-1}\) at best. At the slower end of the scale, very low retract rates mean that the time taken to make a single force curve makes data acquisition very time-consuming, as well as increasing the likelihood that background interference, such as noise and unwanted vibrations, may disrupt the appearance of the curve, making measurement at velocities of less than 50 – 100 nm s\(^{-1}\) problematic. This, combined with the range of available spring constants for cantilevers suitable for force measurements of about 10 to 100 pN nm\(^{-1}\) give a range of possible loading rates of about 1000 to 500 000 pN s\(^{-1}\), or about three orders of magnitude at best.

The time frame for the thermal oscillations of the biomolecules of interest is many orders of magnitude greater than the time frame over which force can be applied during an experiment. This means that during the application of force to a biomolecular bond a ligand can undergo very many attempts at escape. The probability of a bond surviving over the time frame with which force is applied is therefore not a simple function of time with a constant off-rate. The chances of a given bond becoming detached is a 1\(^{st}\) order kinetic process with a rate of dissociation dependent upon the time over which force is applied in addition to the size of the force (Evans and Ritchie 1997). As a result the
probability of bond failure within a short time interval can be described by the following equation:

\[ p(t, f) = \nu(f) \exp\left[ -\int_{0}^{t} \nu[f(t')] \, dt' \right] \]  

Equation 4-2

Where the exponential part of this equation describes the likelihood of the bond surviving for a time, \( t \). As it is a ramp of increasing force that is being applied, where force increases in direct relation to time, force can be viewed as the independent variable instead of time. The probability density for unbinding as force is increased is given by (Evans 1998):

\[ p(f) = (1/R_f)\nu_0(f) \exp\left[ -\frac{(1/R_f)\int_{0}^{f} \nu_0(f') \, df'}{R_f} \right] \]  

Equation 4-3

Here we now have the probability of rupture related directly to both force and loading rate. These distributions of bond rupture probabilities results in a stochastic nature of bond rupture by force, where there is not a single force associated with the rupture of a bond at a particular loading rate, but rather a distribution of forces spread around a single maximum. This means that during experiments, even if there is negligible experimental error, a variety of forces will be measured for a particular condition, necessitating the acquisition of a large number of observations. The distribution of measured rupture forces is the result of the interaction of two phenomena: the exponential increase in failure of a bond as time, and hence force, increases and a sudden decline in bond survival as force further increases. As a result the strength of a bond, under a given rate of loading of force, is best described by the peak or most frequent (or modal) rupture force, \( f^* \) (Evans and Ritchie 1997; Evans 2001). With the aid of a few assumptions including that of a linear loading rate and the presence of a single sharp energy barrier an equation describing \( f^* \) in terms of loading rate can be used (Evans and Ritchie 1997; Clarke and Williams 2005):
\[ f^* = f_\beta \left[ \ln(R_f) - \ln(f_\beta v_0) \right] = \frac{k_B T}{x_\beta} \ln \left( \frac{R_f x_\beta}{k_B T v_0} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 4-4}

From equation 4-4 it can be seen that a plot of \( f^* \) against the natural logarithm of \( R_f \) will yield a straight line with a slope of \( f_\beta \). Extrapolation to the intercept on the x-axis where \( f^* \) is zero will allow the determination of the unbinding rate \( v_0 \) as at this point \( R_f = f_\beta v_0 \).

For the situation where there is more than one energy barrier in the energy landscape there will be several linear regimes on a plot of \( f^* \) versus the natural log of the loading rate. As crossover is achieved from one energy barrier being dominant to another, \( x_\beta \) and hence \( f_\beta \) will shift, leading to a visible alteration in the gradient of the slope (Evans 1998).

4.1.1.2 Application of Force Under Non-Linear Loading Conditions

For most experiments carried out using AFM, the assumption of a linear loading rate is not necessarily valid. The force is not mediated only through the linear spring of the cantilever, but also through the biomolecule itself, plus any polymer linkers used to attach them. Protein chains and polymer linkers are characteristically non-linear when it comes to describing their mechanical properties. As force is increased, their stiffness also increases. It is this non-linear behaviour that gives the typically curved force trace obtained when pulling on biomolecules or polymers. For the loading rate to be constant throughout a measurement the loading rate would have to be dominated by the stiffness of the cantilever. When springs are connected in series the stiffness of the resultant system as a whole can be described by the following relationship:
\[ \frac{1}{k_i} = \frac{1}{k_1} + \frac{1}{k_2} + \ldots + \frac{1}{k_n} \]

Equation 4-5

for 1 to n springs arranged in series, where \( k_i \) is the force ‘constant’ of the total system. If a protein chain or polymer linker attaching the bond to the cantilever is similar in stiffness to or softer than the cantilever then the loading of force will be described to a large extent by the non-linear behaviour of the molecules. If the stiffness of the linkers is much less than the stiffness of the cantilever then the loading due to the cantilever will be insignificant, and loading will only be described by the changing stiffness of the linkers. From the literature and the work described in chapter 3 of this thesis, protein chains are known to be well described by the worm-like chain model (Rief et al. 1997), WLC (see chapter 3 and equation 3-1). From the WLC an approximation for the stiffness at a given force can be made (Clarke and Williams 2005):

\[
k_{WLC} \approx 4 \frac{k_B T}{pL_p} \left( \frac{pF}{k_B T} \right)^{\frac{3}{2}}
\]

Equation 4-6

Where \( p \) is the persistence length and \( L_p \) is the contour length of the protein. So for a WLC polymer with \( L_p \) of 100 nm and a \( p \) of 0.4 nm at a typical force of around 50 pN the ‘spring constant’, or stiffness, of the protein chain is about 4.4 pN nm\(^{-1}\). Using equation 4-5 for attachment of this protein in series with a cantilever of spring constant 50 pN nm\(^{-1}\) will give a system with a stiffness at this force of 4.0 pN nm\(^{-1}\). Thus, for such a situation where the biomolecular bond of interest is connected to the cantilever by a protein or soft polymer linker the loading dynamics will be dominated by the behaviour of the protein. In short to understand the dynamic behaviour of a bond in response to force applied through such a system account needs to be taken of the non-linear loading of force.
One simple approximation that can be made is to use equation 4-6 to estimate the stiffness of the linker and cantilever system at the point of rupture for each force curve. This can then be used to estimate a more accurate loading rate than obtained from calculations using the cantilever stiffness alone. However, this is a relatively crude approximation, which only gives the maximum loading rate at the point of rupture, and does not take account of the changing aspect of the loading rate (Friedsam et al. 2003; Clarke and Williams 2005). An alternative description of \( f^* \) as force is applied by a WLC linker based upon the retract velocity is:

\[
\begin{align*}
  f^* &\approx f_\beta \left[ \ln \left( \frac{v_r}{v_\beta} \right) + \ln \left( \frac{f^*}{f_\beta} - \frac{3}{2} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{f^*}{f_\beta} \right) \right] & \text{Equation 4-7} \\
  v_\beta &= \frac{L v_0}{4} \left( \frac{x_\beta}{p} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} & \text{Equation 4-8}
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( v_r \) is the retract velocity. By altering \( f_\beta \) and \( v_\beta \) until the difference of theoretical values of \( f^* \) for a given \( v_0 \) to experimental values is minimised, it is possible to gain the true \( v_\beta \) value, as long as persistence length and contour length values are known.

### 4.1.2 Proteins ACys and BCys

The proteins examined in the experiments in this chapter, ACys and BCys, are truncated versions of the hydrogel-forming proteins discussed in the introduction and in chapter 3. Both consist of a single leucine zipper region, with the sequence of residues in the core forming \( a \) and \( d \) positions based on the \textit{jun} oncogene product (Petka 1997). Each leucine zipper region contains a total of 42 amino acids in length, consisting of 6 heptad repeats. The total
number of amino acid residues in each protein is 76. Both proteins contain a 6 nm long random coil configuration ‘tail’ towards the carboxy-terminal end of the leucine zipper, which is terminated by a cysteine residue. For the purposes of force measurements this tail makes a convenient linker, allowing conformational flexibility, with the cysteine residue acting as a convenient anchoring point for bonding to gold surfaces. In the case of ACys the leucine zipper is the acidic A helix whereas BCys contains the basic B helix.

4.1.3 Experimental Aims

Previously experiments have been carried out to use force to probe single interactions between homodimers of both ACys and BCys (Stevens 2001). However, no attempt was made to study the dynamic properties of these systems under applied force. In addition these experiments employed monolayers of these proteins, which may give rise to the formation of multiple coiled-coil interactions. Any situation where multiple interactions are being recorded is best avoided as this makes analysis of data extremely complex. The aim of the work described in this chapter was therefore to use a dynamic force spectroscopy approach to probe the change in behaviour of single homodimers as environmental pH was altered. It is through the pH-responsive interaction of the leucine zipper sequences of the hydrogel proteins that determines their macroscopic behaviour. It was envisaged that the probing of their behaviour on the individual level would shed light on how this behaviour was modulated.

In addition a new strategy was developed for the immobilisation of these proteins onto the surfaces by the co-incubation with a spacer molecule, to distribute the proteins on the surfaces more sparingly. This was in an attempt to limit the amount of interactions that could occur, making any that are observed more likely to be representative of single interactions only, by making measurements of specific interactions rare events.
4.2 Materials and Methods

Proteins ACys and BCys were produced in the laboratory of Prof. D. Tirrell (Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, California Institute of Technology) by bacterial expression of novel genetic sequences (Petka 1997; Petka et al. 1998). Different pH environments were achieved by using solutions of 10 mM sodium phosphate, 150 mM sodium chloride, with pH adjusted using 5 M NaOH to a final pH of 4.5, 7.4 or 11.2.

Sample surfaces consisted of freshly prepared template-stripped gold surfaces. Ordinary cantilevers were first cleaned by exposure to ultraviolet light for 10 minutes to remove any contaminants coating their surfaces, before being coated in approximately a 30 nm thickness of gold using a sputter coater. To minimise the number of interactions observed and thus ensuring that measured force curves represented only single interactions, protein was diluted down on the sample surface and probe by the co-incubation of mercapto-undecanol as a hydrophilic spacer molecule at a ratio of protein to mercapto-undecanol of 1:100. Incubation solution was made up of the following: 200 μl of ACys solution (20 μM in pH 7.4 solution), 300 μl de-ionised H₂O, and 100 μl mercapto-undecanol solution (4 mM) in ethanol. This was made up to 2 ml by the addition of 100% ethanol, to give final concentrations of 2 μM ACys, 200 μM mercapto-undecanol in 75% v/v ethanol. Ethanol was required to be present in these concentrations to prevent the mercapto-undecanol from precipitating out of solution. The sample surfaces and gold-coated cantilevers were then immersed in the incubation solution overnight, to allow attachment to the surface via thiol bonds between sulphydryl groups in the proteins and mercapto undecanol. Surfaces and cantilevers were then rinsed with several washes of de-ionised H₂O and pH 11.2 buffer to remove any molecules not covalently bound to the surface, to ensure a coating of a single monolayer only. An diagram illustrating the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 4-3.
**Figure 4-3**: Diagram of experimental set-up. Protein (either ACys or BCys) is immobilised onto a gold-coated AFM probe or surface along with a hydrophilic spacer molecule (mercapto-undecanol) to dilute protein coverage and hence reduce likelihood of multiple interactions occurring.
AFM cantilevers were calibrated and their spring constants calculated from their thermal excitation spectrum (Hutter and Bechhoefer 1993). All force measurements were undertaken using an MFP-1D (Asylum Research) as detailed in Chapter 2, in a liquid environment. After correcting force curves to display force versus probe surface separation the maximum (rupture) force and maximum extensions for each curve were measured.

4.4 Results and Discussion

Force measurements were obtained between homodimers of both ACys and BCys. In the case of ACys the measurements were carried out dynamically at a range of pulling speeds to access changes in the kinetic stability of single dimers when subjected to forces under different loading rate conditions, and in environments of different pH. Measurements have been made previously of interactions between surfaces and probes coated in monolayers of ACys at different pH (Stevens 2001) but no attempt has previously been made to access the extra information that can be obtained through a dynamic approach.

To ensure that forces measured were specific forces between the proteins of interest and not interactions between protein and the underlying surface, protein and mercapto-undecanol or interactions between mercapto-undecanol molecules a series of control measurements were carried out. These consisted of measurements between a tip functionalised with protein plus mercapto-undecanol and a surface coated with a monolayer of mercapto-undecanol alone. Typically when protein was present on both the surface and the probe between 7 and 10 % of approach-retract cycles yielded a force trace which was considered to be a specific interaction, i.e. the retract region of the trace contained a section where the cantilever was deflected towards the surface in a non-linear manner before a sharp rupture event. An example specific force curve, obtained from the rupture of an ACys homodimer, is shown in Figure 4-4 with point at which measurements are taken indicated. On the other hand
Figure 4-4: An example of a specific force extension curve generated between ACys homodimers, corrected to show force against actual tip-sample separation. Dotted lines cross at point at which measurements are taken from. Here a maximum, rupture, force is measured at 56 pN with an extension distance of 26 nm.
when the surface was coated with mercapto-undecanol alone specific force curves were a rare event, comprising less than 0.2 % of force curves obtained. This demonstrates that of the curves considered few are the products of an interaction that was not the protein-protein interaction intended to be measured. With regard to the few interactions that were seen in the control conditions there are a number of possible explanations that may account for them. Firstly there could be interaction between protein on the cantilever probe and the mercapto-undecanol on the surface. This could be between hydrophobic groups on the protein (such as leucine side-chains) and the hydrophobic chains of the mercapto-undecanol. It is also possible for the protein on the probe to be pressed into the surface with sufficient force to push it through the monolayer of mercapto-undecanol and allow it to interact with the surface in a non-specific manner. However, the small proportion of undesirable interactions measured suggest that they have no significant effect on the data.

For this type of experiment it is important to ensure that only single interactions occur. The measurement of multiple simultaneous bond rupture events complicates the situation somewhat and makes any analysis problematic (Williams 2003). While only force curves that visibly demonstrated a single detachment were analysed, a method of verifying that only single attachments are occurring is to obtain a low frequency of stretch-rupture events. If a proportion of only 1 in 10 approach-retract cycles results in the generation of a specific stretch-rupture event then the probability that an event will be representative of a single rupture is greater than 0.9 (Evans et al. 2001). If greater than 10 % of touches on the surface result in a specific event, then the chances of multiple attachments occurring increases significantly. To ensure that only a small proportion of attachment events occurred, protein was co-incubated on the surface with mercapto-undecanol at a ratio of 1:100 protein : undecanol, to dilute the concentration of protein on the surface. As none of the experiments undertaken in this work generated a proportion of stretch-rupture events greater than 10 % (in most experiments the value was closer to 7 %), it
is safe to conclude that the majority of measured events were the result of the
dissociation of a single coiled-coil dimer.

4.4.1 Force Measurements Between ACys Homodimers

Rupture forces and maximum extension lengths for each force curve obtained
with ACys homodimers were measured at a range of different probe retract
velocities. As the speed with which the probe approaches the surface does not
play a part in interactions it was kept constant throughout experiments at 2000
nm s\(^{-1}\). Distributions of rupture forces for each condition are presented as
histograms in Figure 4-5 (for pH 7.4 data), Figure 4-6 (pH 4.5) and Figure 4-7
(pH 11.2). In previous studies undertaken by Stevens (Stevens 2001),
interactions between cantilevers and surfaces coated with ACys were
undertaken at a single retract velocity of 1000 nm s\(^{-1}\). As pH was increased in
that study the adhesive forces also decreased, accompanied by a decrease in
width of force distributions. In this work the same trend is noticed with
comparable forces. This demonstrates that using the different surface
preparation approach in this study has not negatively affected the observed
relationship between force and pH.

In these experiments at pH 7.4 and pH 4.5 the peak of the histograms moves to
the left as the retract velocity decreases. At pH 11.2, for the range of retract
rates measured, the forces were clearly much lower than for pH 7.4 and 4.5.
This made it difficult to obtain data as the forces measured were close to the
lower measurement limit for the type of cantilevers used (approximately 20
pN) due to thermal fluctuations of the cantilever. For this reason at pH 11.2
further measurements were carried out using a ‘Park’ type cantilever (MCLT-
AUHW, Veeco, Santa Barbera, CA.), which has both a much lower spring
constant (with a nominal value of 12 pN nm\(^{-1}\)) and less noise (~ 15 pN). In
Figure 4-8 are histograms of the rupture forces measured between homodimers
Figure 4-5: Histograms of rupture forces obtained for interactions of dimers of ACys at pH 7.4. Superimposed over the individual histograms are Gaussian fits to the data. Retract velocities are: a), b) 2000 nm s⁻¹; c) 500 nm s⁻¹; d) 400 nm s⁻¹; e) 100 nm s⁻¹.
Figure 4-6: Histograms of rupture forces obtained between homodimers of ACys at pH 4.5. Curves superimposed over the histograms are Gaussian fits to the data. The retract velocities are: a) 5000 nm s⁻¹; b), c) 2000 nm s⁻¹; d) 500 nm s⁻¹; e) 400 nm s⁻¹.
Figure 4-7: Histograms of rupture force data measured between dimers of ACys molecules at pH 11.2, using ‘NP’ type cantilevers. Many of the measurements made at this pH are close to the lower measurement limit for this type of cantilever due to thermal fluctuations at approximately 20 pN. Retract velocities are a) 5000 nm s\(^{-1}\), b) 2000 nm s\(^{-1}\) and c) 1000 nm s\(^{-1}\).
Figure 4-8: Histograms of rupture forces measured between ACys homodimers at pH 11.2. Velocities for each histogram are: a) 5000 nm s$^{-1}$; b) 2000 nm s$^{-1}$; c) 500 nm s$^{-1}$; d) 100 nm s$^{-1}$; e) 50 nm s$^{-1}$. Bin sizes used here are 15 pN, to reflect the lower noise of this type of cantilever.
of ACys at pH 11.2 using this softer cantilever. In all cases the bin size for the histograms was the approximate value for the cantilever noise (20 pN for NP cantilevers, 15 pN for MCLT-AUHW cantilevers).

In order to determine the most frequent (modal) rupture force for each set of measurements the Gaussian distributions based upon the distributions of the histograms cannot be relied upon, as small changes to the arbitrary binning size can give large changes in the modal values obtained. Instead software developed by P.M. Williams (LBSA, University of Nottingham) was used (FDist) which assumes that each force measured is at the centre of a Gaussian distribution with a width equal to that of the cantilever noise. Gaussians for all forces measured are then summed and the mode force where the value of the sum is at its greatest is acquired (Clarke and Williams 2005).

In Figure 4-9 the modal rupture forces for measurements made at all three pH values are plotted versus retract velocity. For all of the retract velocities examined modal rupture forces are higher at pH 7.4 and 4.5 than for pH 11.2, suggesting that at these retract rates the coiled-coil dimers are more stable and resistant to force. At pH 7.4 as the retract velocity is increased, the force needed to rupture the coiled-coil dimers also increases. This behaviour is closely imitated at pH 4.5. The dependence of the observed rupture forces upon the retract velocity (and hence loading rate) suggests that at these two pH values the separation of the dimers by force is in accordance with the theory outlined in section 4.1.1. In other words it appears that we are observing force-induced dissociation across a single energy barrier.

As the short 6 nm random coil protein sequence tethering each ACys molecule to the surface will act as a non-linear spring, the static loading rate approach described by equation 4-4 was not considered appropriate to obtain values for the off rate and force scale for these experiments. To obtain these values software developed by Williams (LBSA, University of Nottingham) was used. The software fitted equation 4-7 to the experimental data by the adjustment of the $v_\beta$ and $f_\beta$ parameters for each $v_i$ value obtained until the square of the difference
**Figure 4-9:** Plot of most common rupture force (f*) versus cantilever retract velocity for each pH measured. As the measurements at pH 11.2 using the ‘NP’ cantilever are relatively close to the lower measurement limit due to noise (approx. 20 pN) measurements for this pH were repeated using a softer ‘Park’ type cantilever with a lower noise threshold (approx. 15 pN).
between the experimental and theoretical values of $f^*$ were minimised. This process generated $f_B$ values for the pH 4.5 and 7.4 dissociation under force of 5 pN (standard deviation +/-0.6) and 6 pN (+/- 0.4) respectively. Using the relationship $x_B = k_B T / f_B$ the $x_B$ values were calculated as 0.8 nm (+/- 0.07 nm) and 0.7 nm (+/- 0.04 nm) for pH 4.5 and pH 7.4 respectively. This suggests that the slopes of the force spectrum and distances along the energy landscape to the main barrier to dissociation are comparable at both pH 4.5 and pH 7.4, with a barrier to dissociation at 0.7 to 0.8 nm along the dissociation coordinates from the energy minima of the bound state.

To calculate the natural off rate under zero force ($v_0$) for the energy barrier being probed, further analysis was required, taking into account the non-linear WLC loading of force. Using equation 4-8, $v_0$ for the dimers could be calculated. This required the Lc and p values for the protein. For Lc a value of 12 nm was used, which is the combined contour lengths of the random coil sections linking both proteins to the surfaces. In chapter 3 a value for p similar to the literature quoted value of 0.4 nm was obtained, hence this is the value of p which was used for this purpose. For pH 7.4 a value for $v_0$ of 1.78 s$^{-1}$ (S.D. +/- 0.11) was calculated, while the data from pH 4.5 observations yielded a value of 1.73 s$^{-1}$ (+/- 0.12), with five data points for each pH. These values are very close and again suggest that the homodimers behave in the same way under forced dissociation for these two pH values.

At pH 11.2 however, a very different behaviour is observed in response to the application of force. As the retract velocity was increased, very little change in $f^*$ was seen for the observations made with both types of cantilever, leading to the formation of a plateau in the DFS plot, i.e. the force needed to separate the dimers had no apparent dependence on the retract rate. Unfortunately, because of this the analytical approach outlined in the introduction and used to gain $v_0$ values for the dimers at pH 7.4 and 4.5 is not appropriate and cannot be used to estimate $v_0$ in this case.

At low rates of force loading a transition can occur from force-induced or far from equilibrium dissociation, to spontaneous or near-equilibrium dissociation. The
force applied to a bond by a probe diminishes with increasing distance, eventually creating a capture well. This capture well enables rebinding of the bond under force. A threshold force defines the point at which a switch is made from near-equilibrium to far from equilibrium measurements. To allow a complete severance of the bond under stress the force must rise above this threshold, which is dependent both on the stiffness of the linkage and the equilibrium constant \(K_{\text{eq}}\) of the bond. Far-from equilibrium measurements are made once the probe velocity is high enough to create forces greater than the threshold force (Evans 2001).

In the literature there is an account of experimental observations of the cross-over between spontaneous or near-equilibrium and force-induced bond dissociation, carried out by Simpson and colleagues (Simpson et al. 1999). Measurements were made of rupture forces for single protein A-IgG bonds at a range of loading rates. At high loading rates, broad distributions were observed with clear maxima. At low loading rates (\(\leq 27\) pN nm\(^{-1}\)) the shape of the distributions changed to forces smoothly decaying from an initial maximum. The distributions observed here at pH 11.2 are very similar in appearance to those observed by Simpson et al, i.e. they consist of a decay from an initial maximum, rather than increasing towards a central maximum. As has been mentioned previously the increase in the amount of overall charge in the core-flanking \(e\) and \(g\) positions of the coiled-coil assembly with increased pH leads to a destabilisation of the helix. This destabilisation is likely to be manifested as a decrease in the characteristic lifetime of the dimer, causing a shift in the \(K_{\text{eq}}\) of the dimer. The characteristic threshold at which the crossover from near-equilibrium to force-induced dissociation is observed is dependent upon both the stiffness of the linkage and the equilibrium constant \(K_{\text{eq}} = t_{\text{off}}/t_{\text{on}}\). It therefore follows as possible that at the high pH of 11.2 the \(K_{\text{eq}}\) of the coiled-coil assemblies has shifted relative to the other pHs leading to a change in threshold. In other words a much greater probe velocity is needed to make the transition to far from equilibrium observations. Such a probe velocity is outside the range with which it is practicable to make measurements using the AFM.

In addition a stiffer linkage can also result in a higher threshold force (i.e. that at which the plateau is observed). This may account for the higher forces observed with the stiffer ‘NP’ type cantilevers compared with the ‘Park’ cantilevers,
although it must be remembered that the noise threshold is different for these cantilevers, which may also affect the forces measured. Calculating the effective linkage stiffness (combined stiffness of cantilever and protein) at the respective plateau forces for each type of cantilever gives values of 4.2 pN nm$^{-1}$ for the ‘Park’ type cantilever and 9.9 pN nm$^{-1}$ for the ‘NP’ type cantilever, demonstrating that the effective linkage stiffness is different for each cantilever. However, it must be borne in mind that the noise threshold is different for each type of cantilever. If the threshold force to far from equilibrium dissociation is below the measurement threshold of the cantilever then it will be this difference in noise that will account the different forces measured between these two cantilevers. Indeed it is quite likely that for all of these measurements at pH 11.2, the near-equilibrium threshold may be below, and hence masked by, the noise of the cantilever.

Interestingly, the pH 7.4 measurement made at the lowest probe retract velocity (Figure 4-5 e) also shows a steady decrease, consistent with measurements at near-equilibrium. The peak force at this probe velocity is similar to that measured at pH 11.2 with the NP cantilever, (although this may also be due to having a similar thermal noise threshold). Some additional measurements henceforth were taken using diving board shaped ‘Biolever’ type cantilevers (Olympus UK Ltd. London). These cantilevers are very soft (nominal k = 7 pN nm$^{-1}$) and have a still lower noise threshold (∼10 pN). Histograms of rupture forces measured at probe velocities of 2000, 500 and 200 nm s$^{-1}$ are shown in Figure 4-10. These histograms again have the decreasing distribution that would be expected with near to equilibrium measurements. As these cantilevers are so soft, the cantilevers in this case would have an effect on the loading rate (system stiffness multiplied by velocity). Therefore for the same velocity range, the loading rate is much lower, than measured with the stiffer NP cantilevers.
**Figure 4-10:** Histograms of rupture force measured using ultra soft ‘Olympus’ cantilevers, recorded at retract velocities of: a) 2000 nm s\(^{-1}\); b) 500 nm s\(^{-1}\); c) 200 nm s\(^{-1}\). For all velocities a steady decaying distribution was seen.
4.4.2 BCys Experiments

The protein BCys has a similar structure to ACys, but instead has the basic B helix. As a result it is expected to have a pH response of an opposite character to ACys. At high pH as the lysine residues in the core-flanking regions of the coiled-coil assembly are less likely to carry a positive charge BCys homodimers were expected to be more stable than at low pH where the large proportion of positively charged lysine residues will have a destabilising repulsive effect (Petka 1997).

Unfortunately due to time constraints on the project it was not possible to carry out a full dynamic study of BCys homodimers. Instead rupture forces between BCys dimers were measured at a static probe retract velocity of 2000 nm s$^{-1}$ at different pH values. Histograms of these rupture forces are shown in Figure 4-11. Most frequent rupture force values were obtained by the same method as described above for ACys. Differences in peak values (pH4.5: 28 pN; pH 7.4: 31 pN; pH 11.2: 33 pN) were not significant. These forces, especially at neutral and acidic pH, are also lower than for ACys homodimers at this probe velocity. This suggests that the BCys homodimers are less mechanically stable than the related ACys homodimers.

The distributions are sharp, but like ACys at pH 11.2 they decrease from an initial maximum, suggesting that the maxima of the distributions are masked by the lower noise limit of the cantilever. This would explain why such a small difference was measured between the different pHs. However, an interesting observation is that at pH 11.2 the tail of the distribution is longer than at the other pHs, suggesting a greater stability at this pH. At high pH only a relatively small proportion of the basic lysine residues occupying the core-flanking e and g positions of the coiled-coil complexes will contain positive charges, leading to a decrease in the destabilising effect of these residues at alkaline pH values.
Figure 4-11: Histograms of rupture forces measured between BCys homodimers at a constant probe retract velocity of 2000 nm s$^{-1}$ at various pH values (a) pH 4.5; b) pH 7.4; c) pH 11.2).
Previously Stevens measured the forces between BCys homodimers using a different surface preparation (Stevens 2001). While in this study the protein has been diluted on the surfaces by co-incubation with mercapto-undecanol, Stevens incubated BCys alone. Although a similar trend was seen qualitatively between peak force and pH as seen here, previously very broad distributions were observed, whereas here they are very sharp. Forces observed above the peak are indications of the presence of rupture events involving multiple connections (Williams 2003). The large decrease in width of distributions seen between the data obtained by Stevens and that observed here is likely to indicate the decrease in the observation of a multiple connections. This indicates the efficacy of the surface preparation approach used here in limiting observed interactions to single events.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have examined interactions at the heart of the coiled-coil motif, using force as a dynamic probe of their stability. It is the coiled-coil motif that is essential for the function of the responsive hydrogel proteins, as it is primarily through the association of the leucine zipper sections that the proteins associate. The single molecule approach utilised here has added complementary information at the molecular level to investigations already carried out of their macroscopic properties.

Firstly the protein ACys was probed at a range of probe velocities and at different pH values. At acidic and neutral pH their behaviour was found to be very similar. They showed a positive relationship between the most frequent rupture force and the probe velocity, as would be expected when applying force to a system far from equilibrium. As a result it was possible to analyse this data using a dynamic force approach to predict off rates for ACys dimers when under a zero force regime.
When the pH is increased to 11.2 the force at which dimers became dissociated was decreased, suggesting a decrease in their mechanical stability. In addition at pH 11.2 force was found to remain constant and did not change as probe velocity was altered. This is consistent with measurements taken at near-to equilibrium. The threshold at which near-to and far-from-equilibrium unbinding occurs is dependent upon the equilibrium constant, which can be considered as a ratio of the characteristic time scales for spontaneous dissociation and association, t_{off} and t_{on}. A decrease in the characteristic lifetime of the dimer due to destabilisation by repulsive charges in the coiled-coil at high pH will create a shift in the K_{eq} (= t_{off}/t_{on}), by altering t_{off}, and in turn a much higher probe speed will be needed to access the far-from-equilibrium part of the force spectrum. It must be remembered that the limits on probe velocity and hence loading rate of the AFM means that any force spectra obtained is merely a snapshot of part of the full spectrum. At higher probe speeds than were practicable for these experiments (> 5000 nm s\(^{-1}\)) the ACys dimers at pH 11.2 may indeed cross the threshold into far-from-equilibrium behaviour. Conversely at very low probe velocities the assemblies at neutral and acidic pH may cross this threshold into the near-equilibrium regime.

It must be remembered that due to the limited range of the dynamic force spectra obtainable by AFM that the measurements made here are possibly only a snapshot of a wider force landscape. This means that the energy barrier being probed at the retract velocities used is not necessarily the barrier to dissociation which may be observed under zero force.

The related protein BCys was also examined. The forces at which BCys homodimer complexes became dissociated were lower than those seen with ACys, suggesting that this protein is less mechanically stable. Due to time constraints it was not possible to carry out dynamic measurements over a range of probe velocities. However, the low forces measured at the relatively high rate of 2000 nm s\(^{-1}\) suggest that it would have been difficult to record data for much of the operational range of the AFM.
In this work a different surface preparation strategy was employed to previous experiments. Proteins were co-incubated with mercapto-undecanol molecules to dilute the proteins on the probe and substrate surfaces in an effort to limit the number of multiple interactions that may occur. The reduction in width compared with previous measurements, particularly with BCys, suggest that this approach was effective.

The results presented in this chapter are consistent with previous macroscopic measurements made by Petka et al (Petka 1997; Petka et al. 1998) and with the design of the peptides. ACys homodimers are less stable at high pH, where its behaviour is more fluid-like. Dimers at neutral and acidic pH are more stable with characteristically longer lifetimes. This allows hydrogel proteins containing the acidic leucine zipper helix to make more stable connections at these pHs, leading to the formation of stable gel networks. We have provided mechanical information on the dynamic response of the linkages of such networks to force, probing changes in their kinetic stability with pH. As biomaterials made using the coiled-coil motif as a mechanical linkage domain are likely to be routinely exposed to external forces in their possible applications (such as drug delivery materials, tissue engineering scaffolds etc.) then the approach used here of applying force is highly appropriate.
Chapter 5 : AFM Microcantilevers as Sensors for Detection of Changes in Viscosity and Aggregation of Proteins in Solution

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter experiments are described which employ the resonance response of AFM microcantilevers to monitor changes in the viscosity of dilute solutions of a series of pH-responsive hydrogel proteins, all of which associate via leucine zipper type domains to form coiled-coil dimers. In addition the sensitivity of the resonance of cantilevers to small changes in mass is employed to study the aggregation or association of these proteins on and or in the vicinity of the cantilever surfaces, both with plain unfunctionalised cantilevers and with cantilevers given a variety of functional coatings.

5.1.1 Use of AFM Cantilevers as Sensors

The ability of AFM microcantilever technology to study the dynamic viscosity of solutions by monitoring changes in the resonant frequency of microcantilevers has been investigated by a number of groups in recent years (Chen et al. 1994; Ogden et al. 1996; Sader 1998; Bergaud and Nicu 2000; Ahmed et al. 2001; Boskovic et al. 2002).
According to equation 5-1 taken from Ahmed et al (Ahmed et al. 2001) (originally adapted from a previous equation described by Chen et al (Chen et al. 1994)) the resonant frequency of a cantilever in a simple solution should relate to the viscosity of the solution by the following relationship:

\[
\omega = 1/8 \left( \left( \sqrt{9(K\eta\rho)^2 + 64\omega_0^2} \right) - 3(K\eta\rho) \right)
\]

*Equation 5-1*

Where \( \omega \) is the resonant frequency of the cantilever, \( \omega_0 \) is the resonant frequency under vacuum, \( \eta \) is the dynamic viscosity of the solution, \( \rho \) is the density of the solution and \( K \) is a constant for a given cantilever, representing various physical properties, such as geometry, mass and material properties. Varying the viscosity of the medium in which experiments are performed is known to affect the damping of the cantilever and will consequently change its resonant frequency, with the resonant frequency increasing as the surrounding solution becomes less viscous (Chen et al. 1994). As a consequence, if all other factors are kept constant, then any change in resonant frequency will reflect a change in the viscosity of the surrounding fluid. An advantage of this approach is the very low volume needed when compared with conventional rheological techniques.

Typically in experiments, volumes used are as low as 50-100 \( \mu \)L, probing volumes that have been estimated to be as low as 1 nL around the cantilever (Boskovic et al. 2002). In addition, studies have been carried out which investigate the effect of the addition of mass to AFM microcantilevers on their resonant frequency to assess thickness of adsorbed films and also for utilization in the calibration of the spring constant of AFM microcantilevers (Cleveland et al. 1993; Sader et al. 1995). Consequently, by the functionalisation of microcantilevers much progress has been made in their development as highly specific biosensors (Moulin et al. 1999; Baller et al. 2000; Subramanian et al. 2002).
5.1.2 Proteins

The studies described here concern investigations of artificial coiled-coil containing proteins, termed AC\textsubscript{10}ACys, AC\textsubscript{10}BCys, L2FC3 and L2FC5, engineered to form pH-responsive hydrogel systems (Petka 1997; Petka \textit{et al.} 1998; Guhr 2000). The structure of the protein AC\textsubscript{10}ACys has already been described in chapter 3, and will not be repeated here.

AC\textsubscript{10}BCys has a similar structure to AC\textsubscript{10}ACys, but instead it contains an A-type (acidic) helical domain and a basic domain, B in place of the second A. Both of these leucine zipper regions are based on the \textit{jun} oncogene products (Petka 1997). The basic domain contains a large proportion of lysine residues in the core-flanking \textit{e} and \textit{g} positions, but is otherwise identical in structure and sequence to the A domain. As the pH is decreased the lysine residues will become more likely to carry a positive charge, and at a low enough pH lysine residues on opposite helices will repel each other sufficiently to overcome the hydrophobic attraction between the core residues. The structure for AC\textsubscript{10}BCys is illustrated in Figure 5-1. The A and B domains are able to dimerise to form either homodimers or heterodimers, with a greater affinity expected between the heterodimers due to a more favourable arrangement of charges. At high pH repulsion between glutamic acid residues will destabilise A-A homodimers, while conversely at low pH, repulsion between positive charges of lysine residues will destabilise interactions of B-B homodimers. As a result of the net interactions between molecules of AC\textsubscript{10}BCys solutions of this protein are not expected to have a significant pH dependence (Petka 1997).

The proteins L2FC3 and L2FC5 are of a different design to the AC\textsubscript{10}ACys and AC\textsubscript{10}BCys proteins, with their leucine zipper domains based upon the \textit{fos} oncogene products. Their sequences are listed in Figure 5-2. Both contain the same leucine zipper-type sections (two in the case of L2FC3 and three in the case of L2FC5) that can form helices upon dimerisation with another helical
Amino acid Sequence:

**MRGSHHHHHHGSDDDDKWA – Helix A –**

**IGKHVAPRDTSYRDPMG – [AG₃PEG]₁₀ – ARMPTGD –**

**Helix B – IGDHVAPRDTSMGGC**

**Figure 5-1:** Above is shown the amino-acid sequence for the protein AC₁₀BCys, with a helix-loop-helix construction. The sequence [AG₃PEG]ₙ is an alanine and glycine rich region repeated 10 times. Adapted from (Petka 1997; Petka *et al.* 1998).

L2FC3:

MRGSHHHHHHGSDDDDKWAS-*Helix-
TSYRDPMG[AGAGAGPEG]₁₀ARMPTS-*Helix- TSMGGC

L2FC5:

MRGSHHHHHHGSDDDDKWAS-*Helix-
TSYRDPMG[AGAGAGPEG]₁₀ARMPTS-*Helix-
TSYRDPMG[AGAGAGPEG]₁₀ARMPTS-*Helix- TSMGGC

**Helix:**

LTDTLQAETDQLEDKKSALQTEIANLLKEKEKLEFILAAY

**Figure 5-2:** Amino acid sequences of L2FC3 and L2FC5 proteins. Helical wheel representation of homodimers formed by F leucine zipper sequence is shown in Figure 1-5. The core *d* positions are exclusively inhabited by hydrophobic lysine residues.
section to form two-helix coiled-coils. In each protein these helical regions are spaced out by random-coil polyelectrolyte regions, incorporated to provide greater solubility (Guhr 2000). L2FC3 contains 210 amino acid residues, of which 80 are in helix forming regions and 90 are polyelectrolyte residues. The larger L2FC5 contains 354 amino acid residues, with 120 in helical regions and 180 in polyelectrolyte regions. The helical regions are acidic helices (F) consisting of 5 classic 7-residue heptad repeats which are typical of coiled-coil proteins and are described in more detail in chapter 1. As pH increases repulsive charges in the helices increases, destabilising the coiled-coil dimers. As a result these proteins are able to cross-link via the F sequences to form hydrogels in acidic pH solutions (given sufficient concentration), but are destabilised at higher pH and instead form viscous liquids (Guhr 2000).

5.1.3 Aims and Objectives

In the chapter presented here the effects of viscosity and added mass on the resonance of a microcantilever were employed to assess changes in the viscosity of dilute solutions of the proteins described above with changes in pH. In addition the change in resonant frequency of cantilevers immersed in different pH solutions of proteins over time was measured at concentrations well below that required for forming gels, with the aim of characterising any possible interactions between the proteins and the cantilever. Any such interactions are liable to add mass to the cantilever which will confound any attempt to measure differences in viscosity between solutions.

5.2 Materials and Methods

Proteins used in this study (Petka 1997; Petka et al. 1998; Guhr 2000) were provided by Prof. D.A. Tirrell (Division of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, California Institute of Technology). All chemicals used were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co. Ltd (Gillingham, Dorset, UK) unless
otherwise stated. Gold was obtained from Agar (Stansted, Essex, UK). All solutions used consisted of 10 mM NaH₂PO₄, 150 mM NaCl, adjusted to the appropriate pH (4.5, 6.0, 7.4 and 11.2) using 5 M NaOH or 5 M HCl. All solutions were prepared using high purity de-ionised water (purified on an ELGA water system, Maxima HPLC, Elga Ltd, Bucks, UK; resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm). Experiments were carried out using a Molecular Force Probe (MFP) instrument (Asylum Research, Santa Barbera, CA, USA), using an Igor Pro software interface (Wavemetrics, Oregon, USA). NP type V-shaped silicon nitride cantilevers were used in all cases (Veeco, Santa Barbera CA), with a nominal spring constant of 60 pN nm⁻¹. Where experiments required, cantilevers were coated with approximately 30 nm thickness of gold using a sputter coater.

At the commencement of experiments cantilevers were allowed to equilibrate in buffer for at least 30 minutes. The buffer used was in all cases of the same pH as the subsequent protein solution to be investigated. During experiments cantilevers were immersed in 100 µl volumes of protein solution at the specified concentrations.

Resonant frequency values quoted are the fundamental resonance peak of the cantilever at ambient thermal excitation. This value was obtained from the power spectral density (PSD) curves obtained using the instrument software.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Measurements of Change in Viscosity of Protein Solutions with pH

In Figure 5-3 a graph is shown illustrating the relationship between cantilever resonance and solution viscosity as suggested by equation 5-1. In this graph is plotted the resonant frequency of a cantilever when placed in aqueous glycerol
Figure 5-3: Change in resonant frequency of a standard AFM cantilever when immersed in aqueous glycerol solutions of known dynamic viscosity.
solutions of different concentration with known dynamic viscosity. It can be seen that as the viscosity is increased the resonant frequency decreases. It is possible to use this to create a calibration curve for each cantilever used to convert resonant frequency change directly into viscosity values in Pa s. However, as solutions of macromolecules often have non-linear viscosities (i.e. they are non-ideal or non-Newtonian in behaviour), this has not been done in this case, as the relationship between resonant frequency and solution viscosity for the protein solutions used in these experiments may not be adequately described by equation 5-1. However instead the resonant frequency values can be used to reflect qualitative changes in viscosity, and differences in viscosity between different samples, providing that the same cantilever is used for each measurement.

5.3.1.1 Change in Viscosity of AC$_{10}$ACys Solutions

Three 5 µM solutions of AC$_{10}$ACys in phosphate buffers of different pH values (pH 11.2, 7.4, 4.5) were prepared. AFM cantilevers were immersed in 50 µL volumes of the solutions, and were allowed to equilibrate for at least 15 minutes. The fundamental resonant frequency of the cantilevers was measured in each of the pH solutions and compared with values obtained for the same cantilevers when immersed in buffer solutions alone. It can be seen from Figure 5-4 that there does not appear to be any significant detectable difference between the resonant frequency in buffer and in AC$_{10}$ACys solutions at pH 11.2 and pH 7.4. At the acidic pH 4.5, however, there does appear to be a larger difference between the buffer and protein solution, suggesting that there is likely to be an increase in solution viscosity at low pH when compared with the other pHs.

The experiment was repeated to investigate both the reproducibility of the experiment and also to further investigate the effect of protein concentration on measurements (see Figure 5-5 ). Two different concentrations of AC$_{10}$ACys
Figure 5-4: Resonant frequency of an AFM cantilever when immersed in buffer and 5 μM AC10ACys solutions of different pH.

Figure 5-5: Change in cantilever resonant frequency for AC10ACys at two different concentrations with change in environmental pH.
were used, one at 5 μM and another at the higher concentration of 25 μM. It was expected that a higher protein concentration would yield more detectable changes in viscosity due to a better signal. Again at the 5μM concentration little difference was seen between the AC\textsubscript{10}ACys solution and buffer alone at pH 11.2 and pH 7.4, but there was a more appreciable difference at pH 4.5. At the higher concentration there is generally a more marked difference between the AC\textsubscript{10}ACys solutions and the buffer alone, suggesting that this method is able to detect a difference between solutions at different concentrations and hence of different viscosity, as it would be expected that solutions laden with more of the protein would become more viscous in a concentration dependent manner. As the mass of protein added to the solutions is very low compared with the mass of the volumes to which they were added this is not expected to be due to changes in density of the solutions rather than viscosity. The difference in cantilever resonant frequency between the pH 11.2 and pH 7.4 25 μM solutions, however, is not significant, suggesting that there is no appreciable change in viscosity of the AC\textsubscript{10}ACys solutions between these pH regimes. At low pH there is no apparent difference between the data recorded in lower and higher protein concentrations, and the higher concentration actually gives a slightly higher resonant frequency than at the other pH solutions.

### 5.3.1.2 Change in Viscosity of \textit{AC}\textsubscript{10}BCys Solutions with pH

Solutions of the protein AC\textsubscript{10}BCys were prepared at concentrations of 52 μM and 104 μM and at four different pH values (pH 11.2, 7.4, 6.0 and 4.5). Measurements are displayed in Figure 5-6. There mostly appears to be a decrease in the resonant frequency at the higher concentrations when compared with the buffer, which would be expected due to the amount of dissolved protein. However, this is not apparent at pH 11.2 and is also not very marked at pH 4.5. Conversely, at pH 7.4 and 6.0 a marked increase in resonant frequency can be seen. This suggests that the solution becomes more viscous at these pH
**Figure 5-6:** Cantilever resonance response when immersed in AC$_{10}$BCys solutions of different concentration and pH.
levels. The A helix of the protein would be expected to be able to form stable homodimers at acidic pH (as glutamic acid residues will not be ionised) and the B helix to form stable homodimers at alkali pH (lysines will not be ionised in any great proportion) (Petka 1997). This could explain why there is no real difference in viscosity between the alkali solutions and the solution at pH 4.5. With the more neutral solutions (pH 7.4 and 6.0) the more stable heterodimers would predominate. This could explain why these solutions appeared to have the highest viscosities.

Overall it was noted that there was a general decrease in the observed resonant frequency during the experiment. It is possible that this phenomena may have been caused by protein adsorbing on the back of the cantilever, either non-specifically or by the linking of terminal cysteine residues to the reflective gold coating on the reverse side of the cantilever by thiolate bond formation with the gold. If this is borne in mind when looking at Figure 5-3, it becomes clear that it is not possible to tell how much the change in resonant frequency is due to pH-dependent changes in solution viscosity and how much is due to interactions between proteins in solution and the cantilever. Experiments which address this issue, i.e. whether protein is interacting with the cantilever, are described below (see section 5.3.2).

5.3.1.3 Investigations into the Change in Viscosity of L2FC3 and L2FC5 Solutions with pH

AFM cantilevers were immersed in solutions of L2FC3 and L2FC5 proteins at pH 6.0, 7.4 and 11.2 and their resonant frequencies measured (see Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8). In both cases the resonant frequency was found to be significantly lower for the protein solutions when compared with buffer. In the case of the L2FC3 data, the 120 µM solutions also were found to produce lower resonant frequency values than for the lower protein concentration of 60 µM.
Figure 5-7: Resonant frequency change for an AFM cantilever immersed in L2FC3 solutions of different pH at concentrations of 60 and 120 μM.

Figure 5-8: Cantilever resonance immersed in different pH solutions of L2FC5.
The observed decrease in resonant frequency with an increase in protein concentration is likely to reflect an increase in the viscosity of solutions. The decrease in resonant frequency is unlikely to be due to a change in the density of the solution because the masses of protein dissolved were very small when considered against the masses of the volumes of buffer in which they were dissolved. With regard to effects of pH, the data displayed here do not show any significant change in resonant frequency with pH for L2FC3. From the known pH-responsive behaviour of this protein it is, however, expected to be more viscous in the low pH range (Guhr 2000), but it is possible that this method is not sensitive enough to detect any changes in viscosity of solutions at these low protein concentrations.

Both of the proteins contain a terminal cysteine residue, which can readily form thiolate bonds with gold surfaces and thus would be expected to be able to bind to the reflective gold surface on the reverse (uppermost) side of standard AFM cantilevers. In addition it is also possible that the proteins can adsorb onto the bare silicon oxide surfaces of the cantilever in a non-specific manner. Once this occurs it may also be possible for the employed proteins to form aggregates or gel-like networks in the vicinity of the cantilever surface. Any significant change in the mass of the cantilever due to the adsorption or aggregation of protein onto the cantilever will also affect the resonant frequency of the cantilever, producing a confounding effect when trying to measure viscosity by the method employed above. Because of this it was decided to monitor changes in the resonance of cantilevers immersed in protein solutions as a function of time, in order to study whether protein could be binding to the cantilevers used in the viscosity experiments. Additionally any change in resonance over time due to mass-related effects will reflect the aggregation of the proteins in solution and can be used to further probe the pH-dependent behaviour of the proteins. The following section details experiments to assess time-dependent changes in the resonant frequency of cantilevers due to changes in adsorbed mass.
5.3.2 Change in the Aggregation of L2FC3 and L2FC5 with pH Using AFM Microcantilevers as Mass Sensors

Figure 5-9 shows data recorded from a single AFM cantilever following immersion in 150 μM solutions of L2FC3 of different pH values, in which the resonant frequency of the cantilever was measured at intervals of 5 minutes for one hour. Each data point represents five measurements taken consecutively (each measurement taking approximately 10 seconds). In between sets of measurements (i.e. in each pH protein solution) the cantilever was gently rinsed first in pH 11.2 buffer to cause the dissociation of any protein aggregates that may have formed on the cantilever, and then in buffer of the same pH as that of the next protein solution to be studied. It was expected that the pH 11.2 buffer solutions would dissociate coiled-coil dimers because of the number of negative charges that are be present on the core-flanking regions of the helices at high pH. Data for the change in resonant frequency is shown in Figure 5-9-a. For the solutions at pH 7.4 and pH 11.2 the resonant frequencies remain relatively constant, with only a slight decrease over time. However, at pH 6.0 the resonant frequency steadily decreases over time.

Using the change in resonant frequency of the cantilever during the experiment, compared with the initial values, it is possible to calculate the change in effective mass over this period using Equation 5-2, originally used by Cleveland et al (Cleveland et al. 1993) in the calibration of cantilevers by addition of an end loaded mass:

\[
k = \left(2\pi\right)^2 \frac{M}{\left(1/v_1^2\right)-\left(1/v_0^2\right)}
\]

Equation 5-2

Where k is the spring constant of the cantilever, M is the added mass (in this case a change in the effective mass of the cantilever) and v₀ and v₁ are the
Figure 5-9: a) Change in resonant frequency over time of an AFM cantilever immersed in 150µM solutions of L2FC3 at different pH’s (pH 11.2: ▲, pH 7.4: ● pH 6.0: ■). b) Change in mass of cantilever over time calculated from resonant frequency data used in a).
initial and loaded resonant frequencies respectively. To gain values of actual added mass a conversion factor based on the geometry of the cantilever, originally calculated by Sader (Sader et al. 1995), was used to take account of any added mass from the protein being evenly spread over the cantilever. For the case of the cantilevers used here mass values were divided by the correction factor of 0.24. Calculated mass for this experiment is shown in Figure 5-9-b. An estimate of the maximum mass of protein on the cantilever due to a monolayer can be made. From the crystal structure of the leucine zipper protein GCN4-p1, which has a leucine zipper type domain similar in structure to that reported in L2FC3, a cross-sectional area of 6.6 nm² was previously calculated for the footprint of a dimer, if arranged perpendicular to the surface (O'Shea et al. 1991). Using this value combined with the molecular weight of L2FC3 (20 198 Da) and an estimated total surface area of the cantilever of approximately 16 300 µm², it was estimated that a monolayer of L2FC3 coating both sides of the cantilever would have a maximum mass of 0.17 ng, if arranged in a closely packed layer with all coils arranged vertically away from the surface. Clearly the mass on the cantilever calculated from experimental data is several orders of magnitude greater than this value, suggesting that at the time of the final measurement for the pH 6.0 solution there are in the order of approximately 350 monolayers present, assuming that the aggregation is occurring on both sides of the cantilever.

To further investigate these observations the experiment was repeated with the cantilever surface prepared in a number of different ways. In these experiments it was also decided to use the related L2FC5 protein, as due to its greater mass (32 967 Da) it was expected to have a greater effect on the resonant frequency of the cantilever, and hence the method should be more sensitive to its behaviour. Also as there are more leucine zipper domains on each protein there are more attachment points and hence it was expected to more readily form networks.

Cantilevers were prepared in four different ways. The first set were clean uncoated silicon nitride cantilevers for direct comparison with the previous
L2FC3 data. The second set were cantilevers that had been sputter-coated with gold on both sides. This was to verify whether the protein was adhering to just the upper gold surface in the case of standard AFM cantilevers or both the gold and silicon nitride surfaces. If the protein was only adhering to the gold then presumably using a cantilever coated with gold on both sides would have double the amount of protein adhering to it. The third set of cantilevers were coated in gold on both sides before incubation with a 100 μM solution of 11-mercapto-1-undecanol (for at least one hour) in an attempt to see if the surface could be made resistant to the adsorption of the protein. This molecule was chosen because previous force spectroscopy experiments on similar proteins had not shown very little interaction between the proteins and mercapto-undecanol (see chapter 4 and chapter 7). Finally, the last set of cantilevers to be investigated were sputter-coated with gold on both sides before being incubated with a 10 μM solution of L2FC5 for at least one hour and then rinsed with pH 11.2 buffer. This was in order to pre-prepare a monolayer of protein on the cantilever surface for comparison with the second type of cantilever, to assess whether the observed effects were due to the initial binding of the protein to the cantilever.

The recorded resonant frequency data is shown in Figure 5-10. The change in the mass of the cantilevers was calculated from this data, by the same method as it was for L2FC3, and is presented in Figure 5-11. For the experiments recorded using the bare and gold-coated cantilevers fresh cantilevers were used for each set of measurements (i.e. when switching between solutions). This was to remove any effects of previous exposure of the cantilevers to protein, i.e. any effects that may have been caused by the previous adsorption of the protein onto the cantilever surface. As different cantilevers will have slightly different spring constants, which will thus have an effect on their resonance response, it is perhaps more useful to look primarily at the mass data calculated from the resonant frequencies when comparing the different pH’s, as the mass data is normalised for the spring constant of the cantilevers.
**Figure 5-10:** Differently functionalised cantilevers immersed in 150μM L2FC5 solutions of different pH (pH 11.2: ▲, pH 7.4: ♦, pH 6.0: ■). a) Uncoated, untreated cantilever. b) Cantilever sputter-coated on both sides with approximately 5 nm gold, but otherwise unfunctionalised. c) Cantilever coated with gold before being ‘blocked’ with a monolayer of mercapto-undecanol. d) Cantilever coated in gold before being pre-treated with a monolayer of L2FC5.
Figure 5-11: Calculated mass adsorbing to differently functionalised cantilevers at different pHs (pH 11.2: ▲, pH 7.4: ♦, pH 6.0: ■). a) Uncoated, untreated cantilever. b) Cantilever coated with gold but otherwise untreated. c) Cantilever ‘blocked’ with mercapto-undecanol. d) Cantilever pre-treated with monolayer of L2FC5.
When the bare untreated cantilever was used (Figure 5-10-a and Figure 5-11-a) a similar effect was observed as to when L2FC3 was investigated. The pH 6.0 solution showed an increase in mass far above that of the other two pH values studied. This is in accordance with what was expected, as at pH 6.0 L2FC5 will form more stable and hence longer-lived connections with other L2FC5 molecules. The pH 7.4 and pH 11.2 solutions, however, also showed a gradual increase in calculated mass. Generally the trend was for a greater increase in mass over time the lower the pH of the solution. This trend was repeated with the cantilevers coated in gold alone, although the magnitude of the mass increase at pH 6.0 was less than that of the uncoated cantilever. This discrepancy could be due to a more rapid adsorption to the silicon oxide surface exposed in the untreated and uncoated cantilever, or may reflect some other property not accounted for here. Again, the upper limit for mass due to a monolayer was estimated. In the case of L2FC5 this was predicted to be approximately 0.27 ng, far below the values obtained, suggesting that the observations were not the result of the formation of a monolayer alone.

Next, cantilevers which had been gold-coated on both sides before being functionalised with the mercapto-undecanol were examined, which was employed with the aim of blocking or reducing any protein binding to the gold surface. Data for these cantilevers is presented in Figure 5-10-c and Figure 5-11-c. Unfortunately, as can be seen, the attempt to block the cantilevers was unsuccessful, as the resonant frequency change at the different pH values was similar in appearance to that for the gold-coated cantilever. It is probable that the mercapto-undecanol did not sufficiently block access to the surface by the protein. It is quite possible that only a relatively small amount of protein is needed to bind to the underlying surface to allow a network to form in the vicinity of the cantilever.

However, the decrease in resonant frequency change seen between the bare untreated cantilever and cantilevers prepared by the other methods does suggest that, by the modification of the cantilever surfaces, a change in the resonance responsive behaviour of the cantilevers is brought about. This
strongly suggests that the phenomena detected is due to the surface adsorption of protein molecules to the cantilever rather than a time-dependent change in the bulk solution properties of the protein solutions.

Finally cantilevers were examined which had been pre-treated with L2FC5 to form a monolayer. This was to isolate any effects due to initial specific binding of a monolayer of L2FC5 to the gold surface. The calculated mass data (Figure 5-11-c) appears very similar to that obtained with the gold-coated, but unfunctionalised cantilevers. This demonstrates that the effects observed were therefore not due to the binding of the initial monolayer.

5.4 Conclusions

Viscosity- and mass-dependent effects on the undriven resonant frequencies of AFM microcantilevers have been used to probe the pH-dependent behaviour of responsive hydrogel proteins, both in solution and on the surface of a microcantilever. An increase in apparent viscosity was observed with increasing solution concentration, thus demonstrating the validity of this type of approach. It was not possible to detect significant differences between different pH solutions of the proteins investigated using this approach. It is a possibility that the protein concentrations employed were below the threshold of sensitivity of this method.

We further went on to assess the change of resonant frequency of the AFM cantilever as a function of time. It was found that the proteins did adsorb to the cantilever, which may confound viscosity results obtained with a bare cantilever, especially if cantilevers are immersed in protein solutions for some time, such as to allow systems to equilibrate. In previous attempts to assay changes in the viscosity of solutions of biomolecules (Ahmed et al. 2001) this potentially confounding effect has not been examined. In future experiments, using microcantilevers to probe changes in solutions containing biomolecules,
our experiments show that careful consideration should be given to any potential interactions that may occur between the molecules of interest and the surface of the cantilever itself.

The effect of protein adsorption and hence calculated mass increase was greater than that calculated for a monolayer alone with both L2FC3 and L2FC5, suggesting that the proteins were cross-linking to form aggregates or gel-like networks around the cantilever.

This study has provided complementary data to that obtained in previous work on these proteins (Guhr 2000) and has shown that these proteins form aggregates at different rates according to pH. In addition it has shown the importance of preparation of the cantilever before these type of viscosity experiments are carried out to ensure that results are not confounded by effects that biomolecules may have on cantilevers other than viscosity.
Chapter 6: pH-Dependent Behaviour of Surface-Immobilised Hydrogel Proteins

6.1 Introduction

Recently, there has been much interest in the creation of environmentally-responsive or switchable surfaces (Heine and Wu 2001; Advincula et al. 2002; Julthongpiput et al. 2003; Julthongpiput et al. 2003; Sumerlin et al. 2003; Luzinov et al. 2004) for a variety of applications, including chromatography and the separation of compounds (Kobayashi et al. 2001), the control of cell adhesion to surfaces (Chao et al. 1998; Tsuda et al. 2004), biosensors (Chao et al. 1998), cross-linking of nano-particles (Stevens et al. 2004) and the control of fluid transport through membranes (Zhang and Ito 2001).

In this chapter the pH-dependent properties of two different surface-immobilized coiled-coil containing proteins, termed L2FC7 and BCys, are examined using the mechanical and optical techniques of QCM-D, DPI and SPR. The amino acid sequences for these proteins are shown in Figure 6-1.

L2FC7 was de novo designed to form a reversible hydrogel (Guhr 2000). L2FC7 is an approximately 45 kDa protein containing four leucine zipper-based ‘helix’ domains which are capable of dimerising to form coiled-coil structures. In between the coiled-coil domains are random-coil polyelectrolyte regions responsible for granting a high degree of water solubility to the protein. Within the coil forming regions the core-flanking (e and g) positions are populated to a large extent by glutamic acid residues (pKₐ 4.4). Under high
L2FC7:

MRGSHHHHHHGSDDDDKWAS-Helix-TSYRDPMG[AGAGAGPEG]_{10} 
ARMPTS-Helix- TSYRDPMG[AGAGAGPEG]_{10} ARMPTS-Helix- 
TSYRDPMG[AGAGAGPEG]_{10} ARMPTS-Helix TSMGGC

Helix:

LTDTLQAETDQLEDKKSALQTEIANLLKEKEKLEFILAAY

BCys:

MRGSHHHHHHGSDDDDKWA-Helix-IGHLHDVARPRDTSMGGC

Helix:

SGDLKNKVAQLKRKVRSLKDAAELKQEVSRLNEIEDELKAK

**Figure 6-1:** Amino acid sequences for L2FC7 and BCys. Like all leucine 
zipper type domains the core $d$ position is inhabited exclusively by 
leucine (L) residues. The core-flanking $e$ and $g$ positions are inhabited 
by mostly potentially charged residues, most notably lysine (K). The 
residues positioned on the outer parts of the coiled-coil are also mainly 
polar residues.
pH conditions a large proportion of these residues at the interface will be negatively charged, and the resultant repulsive electrostatic forces will overcome the favourable hydrophobic attractions between side chains in the core of the coiled-coil, destabilising the coiled-coil interactions. Conversely at lower pH conditions there will be less repulsive negative charges and so the coiled-coil dimers will be more stable. As a result of this the L2FC7 protein cross-links at low pH regimes to form a hydrogel (on the macroscale), whereas at high pH it forms a viscous liquid.

The BCys protein is a truncated form of a tri-block hydrogel protein and has already been described in detail. BCys contains a single leucine zipper domain, with a short ‘tail’ section at its carboxy-terminal end, terminating in a cysteine residue. The leucine zipper section is basic and previous studies have shown it to homo-dimerise to form coiled-coil structures preferentially at high pH regimes (Petka 1997; Stevens 2001). Previously Stevens et al has examined the behaviour of surface-immobilised monolayers of the protein ACys when exposed to changes in pH using QCM-D (Stevens et al. 2004). In this study the related protein BCys will be treated in a similar manner, but with additional measurements using DPI, to attempt to assess its behaviour and compare with the previous ACys studies.

To investigate the physical properties of the functionalised surfaces under dynamic pH environments, and their ability to associate with additional hydrogel proteins in solution, the complementary optical and mechanical techniques of dual polarisation interferometry (DPI) and quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) have been employed. DPI consists of a pair of wave-guides through which light, polarised in two planes perpendicular to each other, is passed. It is the uppermost wave-guide which constitutes the sensor surface, and as biomolecules either are deposited on this surface or change their physical characteristics, the resultant change in refractive index at the wave-guide interface causes a change in the interference between the light passing through both wave-guides. By monitoring the resultant shift in interference pattern, film thickness and refractive index can be
directly measured, and from these values layer mass and density can be calculated (Sauerbray 1959; Cross and Ren 1999; Cross et al. 2003; Cross et al. 2004). In the complementary technique of QCM-D, a gold-coated quartz crystal is used as the sensor platform. Changes in the resonant frequency of the crystal are used to detect changes in adsorbed mass (Sauerbray 1959). In parallel the damping (or dissipation, a dimensionless quantity) of the crystal oscillations is also monitored, which can provide information about the mechanical properties of the adsorbed layers (Voinova et al. 1999).

6.2 Materials and Methods

All buffers used were solutions of 10mM NaH₂PO₄, 150mM NaCl, with pH adjusted using 5M NaOH. All solutions were prepared using high purity de-ionised water (ELGA water system, Maxima HPLC, Elga Ltd, Bucks, UK; resistivity 18.2MΩ cm).

6.2.1 Dual Polarisation Interferometry (DPI)

DPI experiments were performed on an Ana Light Bio200 dual polarisation interferometer using an amine-functionalised FAR-100 chip (Farfield Sensors Ltd., Salford, UK). The running buffer was pH 7.4 10 mM sodium phosphate, 150 mM sodium chloride, with a flow rate of 100 μl per minute, unless otherwise stated. Prior to immobilisation, sensor surfaces were twice washed with 80% w/w ethanol then de-ionised water. The sensor was calibrated using high purity water and 80% ethanol solutions of known refractive index (1.3 and 1.359 respectively). Protein L2FC7 and BCys were both immobilised via the coupling of the terminal cysteine residue to the amine surface with the heterobifunctional cross-linker Sulfo-GMBS (N-[g-Maleimidobutyryloxy] sulfosuccinimide ester) (Pierce, Rockford Il.), which contains both a maleimide group and an N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) ester group. To achieve this two of
the three flow channels within the instrument were rinsed with 10 mM Sulfo-
GMBS (in pH 7.4 buffer), before rinsing with buffer alone. A 10 μM solution
of protein (also in pH 7.4 buffer) was then applied to only one of these
channels, leaving the other channel with linker alone, to act as a negative
control. Data from the control channel (channel one) was subtracted from this
channel to account for changes due to bulk solution differences. Data was
analysed using “Resolver” and “Interpreter” software packages (Farfield
Sensors Ltd., Salford, UK). The sample chamber was a continuous flow cell
attached to a syringe pump with a flow rate of 100 μl minute⁻¹ unless otherwise
stated. The chamber was kept at a constant temperature of 20.0°C throughout
all experiments.

During protein-binding experiments, 5 μM solutions of the proteins suspended
in phosphate buffer were exposed to the already functionalised sensor surface
and the flow shut off for the duration of exposure of protein to the surface. This
was to economise on the limited supply of protein available for the
experiments. Flow was then continued as before with buffer to flush protein
solutions out of the chamber.

6.2.2 Quartz Crystal Microbalance with Dissipation Monitoring
(QCM-D)

QCM-D experiments were carried out on a Q-Sense D300 QCM-D using a
standard gold-coated quartz sensor crystal (Q-Sense AB, Sweden). The QCM-
D crystals used had a fundamental resonant frequency of 4.9 MHz and a mass
sensitivity of the order of 5 ng cm⁻³ in a liquid environment. Changes in
resonant frequency (Δf) and dissipation (D) were measured simultaneously at
the third, fifth and seventh overtones. For simplicity the results presented in
this study show the data from the third overtone only, normalised to that of the
fundamental mode by dividing the frequency data by the overtone number.
L2FC7 and BCys were both immobilised by direct attachment to the gold
substrate by incubating 10 μM solutions of protein (in pH 7.4 buffer) with the
sensor surface. The protein becomes attached to the gold sensor surface by the direct thiol coupling of its terminal cysteine residue side chain. All samples were introduced as a volume of approximately 1.5 ml via an axial flow chamber, which included a T-loop, where the sample was thermally equilibrated at 23.0 °C for at least two minutes before injection of 0.5 ml into the sample chamber.

6.2.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)

SPR measurements were all carried out on a Biacore 3000 instrument (Biacore, Uppsala, Sweden). A flow rate of 5 μl min⁻¹ was used throughout. A gold-coated sensor (sensor chip Au, Biacore) was used for immobilisation of protein.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 pH-Dependent Behaviour of a Surface-Imobilised Protein Hydrogel

6.3.1.1 Deposition of Protein Monolayers.

6.3.1.1.1 DPI

The raw traces for both polarizations obtained during addition of linker and protein to the DPI sensor are shown in Figure 6-2. A 10 mM solution of the Sulfo-GMBS linker was allowed to flow over the sensor surface (at the beginning of the trace), which was observed as an abrupt initial increase in the signal, before returning to running buffer at t = 2 minutes. At approximately t = 8 minutes a 10 μM solution of the L2FC7 protein in pH 7.4 buffer was allowed to flow over the surface until no further increase in the deposited film thickness
**Figure 6-2:** Addition of monolayer of L2FC7 onto DPI sensor. Both the vertically and horizontally polarized signals are shown. To the amine-functionalised sensor was added a solution of the linker Sulfo-GMBS, which was then rinsed with buffer before the addition of a 10μM solution of L2FC7. The adsorbed layer of protein was then washed with pH11.2 sodium phosphate buffer to dissociate any protein not covalently attached. The small peak in the traces after approximately six minutes is an artefact of a change in flow rate at this point and does not correspond to an injection into the flow chamber.
was observed. To economise on limited stocks of protein flow rate was reduced to 50 μl min⁻¹ for duration of protein adsorption. After 14 minutes the protein layer was then washed with pH 11.2 buffer to destabilise interactions between any coiled-coil aggregates which may have formed and thus dissociate any protein not covalently bound to the sensor surface. At high pH the large number of negative charges due to the glutamic acid residues within the coiled-coil domains has a destabilising effect on the interaction of the dimers, due to electrostatic repulsion, leading to increased dissociation. When buffer was allowed to flush excess protein out of the sample chamber, some protein was released initially, as evinced by a decrease in the thickness of the layer, but after the repeated washes with the alkaline solution, film thickness stabilized. It should also be noted that the exposure to high pH solution would have hydrolysed any maleimide groups that had not interacted with L2FC7 already (Ishikawa et al. 1983), preventing further attachment of protein to the Sulfo-GMBS layer during later protein adsorption studies.

Data for the initial washed layer thickness for the protein is summarised in Table 6-1. The layer of L2FC7 had a mass of approximately 2.3 ng mm⁻². Using the molecular weight of L2FC7 of 45kDa and Avogadro’s number (6.022 x 10²³) it is possible to calculate the average surface coverage of the protein, assuming monolayer coverage, which yields an average footprint of 1 L2FC7 molecule per 59 nm².

6.3.1.1.2 QCM-D

Prior to the attachment of protein to the QCM-D surface, a series of blank measurements were obtained with each of the different buffers to be used throughout the experiment. The range of resonant frequency shifts (Δf) across the range of buffers used was less than 2 Hz; while the maximal shift in dissipation (D) was 0.6x10⁻⁶, representative of the slight density differences between the experimental solutions resulting from differences in dilution caused by pH adjustment.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>Mass (ng/mm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMBS</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2FC7</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6-1:** Summary of layer data for L2FC7 surface adsorption in DPI experiments. Protein layer data is cumulative, based on Sulfo-GMBS and L2FC7 combined.
The $\Delta f$ (blue trace) and D data (yellow trace) obtained from the adsorption of L2FC7 to the sensor surface is shown in Figure 6-3. Prior to the adsorption of protein, the sensor crystal was incubated with the pH 7.4 buffer until a steady baseline was obtained. A 5 $\mu$M solution of L2FC7 protein in pH 7.4 buffer was then added at time, $t = 1$ minute. When the frequency response had reached a plateau at -64 Hz after approximately 35 min, which suggested that little or no more protein was binding to the surface, the surfaces were washed with 0.1M NaOH repeatedly to dissociate any L2FC7 complexes, and hence remove any protein not directly attached to the surface. The $\Delta f$ was reduced to -58Hz after this step.

Using the Sauerbray relationship, the adsorbed layer of L2FC7 was estimated to have a mass of 11.50 ng mm$^{-2}$. Again, using Avogadro’s number, surface coverage of the protein on the sensor was calculated to be 1 molecule of L2FC7 per 6.6nm$^2$.

Using the QCM-D values obtained at face value, the layer immobilised on the Au QCM-D sensor would seem to be approximately nine times more compact than that on the DPI sensor. This would imply that the surface arrangement is quite different for the surfaces used with the two techniques. The denser molecules within the monolayer in the case of the QCM-D surface would have less conformational freedom than the monolayer on the DPI surface. A cross sectional area for the dimer of 7.1 nm$^2$ (i.e. 4.6 nm$^2$ per molecule) has previously been estimated for a similar coiled-coil domain orientated perpendicular to the surface (Stevens et al. 2004), based on the crystal structure of the GCN4-p1 protein complex (O'Shea et al. 1991). This value, obtained from the QCM-D, is also approximately half as dense on the surface as the figure calculated for maximal theoretical coverage in this study. Thus the molecules of L2FC7 would not be packed in an ordered vertical arrangement, but would be much more likely to be in a disordered array.

However, the calculated value can only be used as an approximation, as the adsorbed layer under observation does not fit the criteria mentioned previously
**Figure 6-3:** Deposition of L2FC7 into a monolayer on gold. As protein adsorbs frequency decreases due to addition of mass onto surface and dissipation increases due to addition of a soft visco-elastic layer.
necessary for compliance with the Sauerbray equation, leading to a quite possibly sizeable error. If a shift in the D signal of greater than $10^6$ per 5 Hz shift in frequency is achieved, then the adsorbed film on a QCM-D sensor is too soft to function as a fully coupled oscillator (Q-Sense 2005). In other words if the dissipation is greater than this then its effect on $\Delta f$ will make direct calculation of mass unreliable. For the layer observed here the D shift is greater than this demonstrating that the mass of the layer obtained from the Sauerbray equation will only give approximate values. In addition, because the QCM-D technique is sensitive to hydration associated with the adsorbed layer, while optical techniques are not, this will cause a larger estimate of mass for the QCM-D technique when compared with optical techniques such as DPI and SPR (Höök et al. 2002). This point is particularly relevant as the hydrogel proteins are expected to be well hydrated. Even though the surfaces used and associated attachment strategies in the two techniques are chemically different, the amount of protein bound to each would not be expected to be greatly different as both bind via the covalent coupling of carboxy-terminal thiol groups. To test, therefore, whether the difference in coverage for the DPI and QCM-D experiments was due to the detection of the hydration of the protein layer an estimate of the mass of bound water can be made for DPI data and compared with the QCM-D data. The volume fraction ($v_f$) of the protein in the adsorbed layer can be estimated using equation 6-1, where $\rho_L$ is the density of the protein layer. This value can then be used to make a calculation for the mass of the layer including its relative hydration (equation 6-2).

$$v_f = \frac{\rho_L}{1.3} \quad \text{Equation 6-1}$$

$$M_L = M_p + (1 - v_f) \times Th \quad \text{Equation 6-2}$$

Where $M_L$ is the mass of the layer (mass of protein plus water), $M_p$ is the mass of protein in the layer and Th is the thickness of the layer The value 1.3 in equation 6-1 is the density of a packed protein layer obtained from the 
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literature (Höök et al. 2002; Voros 2004). This gives a value of 0.384 for the volume fraction and an estimated mass for the protein layer including hydration of 3.24 ng mm\(^{-2}\), more than twice the ‘dry’ protein mass value (1.02) and which is closer to the value obtained from the QCM-D data.

### 6.3.1.2 Effect of pH Challenge on Protein Monolayers

L2FC7 monolayers formed during the above experimental steps on the DPI were subsequently exposed to injections of pH-adjusted solutions of pH 4.5, 6.0, 9.5 and 11.2. In between each injection the sample chamber was returned to the pH 7.4 running buffer. The calculated changes for the thickness and density of the monolayer for each pH condition, relative to the thickness and density observed in pH 7.4 buffer (taken as baseline) are shown in Figure 6-4. It can be seen that as the pH was adjusted from an alkaline to an acidic regime, the thickness of the layer decreased, whilst being accompanied by a concomitant increase in layer density.

The pH of the buffer environment surrounding a monolayer of L2FC7 immobilised onto a QCM-D sensor chip was also similarly altered (Figure 6-5). The \(\Delta f\) signal increased as pH was adjusted from basic to acidic. This may indicate a decrease in the mass of the monolayer. However, as all of the protein is expected to be covalently attached to the surface no material should be released from the surface, i.e. this reduction in mass would not be expected to be due to release of protein. As indicated previously the technique of QCM-D is sensitive to the presence of water associated with bound monolayers, either as hydration shells of the proteins, trapped within the protein layer or hydrodynamically coupled to the layer (Höök et al. 2002; Stevens et al. 2004). This makes it probable that the observed \(\Delta f\) is due to the dehydration of the protein layer as the L2FC7 proteins associate. As an optical technique the DPI data is, however, not sensitive to mass changes due to water bound to adsorbed layers (Höök et al. 2002), and net change in mass recorded by the DPI (thickness multiplied by density) was negligible.
Figure 6-4: Change in a) thickness and b) density of monolayers of L2FC7 in different pH solutions. Values are relative to that at pH 7.4, which is the baseline. Note that because at pH 4.5 thickness and density took longer to stabilize, surfaces were maintained at this pH for longer than at other pH values (approx 330 s).
Figure 6-5: Frequency and dissipation change measured for L2FC7 protein immobilized on a gold-coated QCM-D crystal. Numbers on the graph refer to pH of buffers injected onto the monolayer at the points indicated by the arrows. pH 7.4 buffer was used for a baseline with all other frequency and dissipation values relative to this pH.
The behaviour of the QCM dissipative signal also mirrors that of the $\Delta f$ signal, being highest at pH 11.2, decreasing with pH and reaching its lowest measured point at pH 4.5. As the dissipation signal is due to interactions between the viscous and elastic properties of the layer, as well as the thickness and mass of the layer (Voinova et al. 1999; Voinova et al. 2002) the changes in D seen are most likely due to the layer becoming ‘stiffer’ and/or thinner (as shown by DPI) as the pH is decreased.

The data observed by both the DPI and QCM-D can best be explained by the relative dehydration of the layer under acidic conditions, which arises due to an increase in the stability of the coiled-coil aggregates at low pH. As the coiled-coil dimers form, the proteins themselves will become more compact due to the switch of the leucine-zipper domains from random coil to helical conformations, and also because as they associate with neighbouring proteins attached to the surface, or associate with other domains on the same protein, they will be impaired from extending away from the surface. At low pH the glutamic acid residues in the core-flanking e and g positions of the coiled-coil dimers are protonated and hence the coiled-coil domains are more stable. In contrast at pH 11.2, when these residues become de-protonated, the coiled-coil complexes become less stable due to electrostatic repulsion between charged glutamic acid side chains. Consequently under such conditions a diffuse layer consisting of proteins in a loosely-associated, predominantly random coil conformation will most likely exist. These findings are consistent with previous work, both with a simpler coiled-coil-based system immobilised on a surface (Stevens et al. 2004), as well as with the same (Guhr 2000) or similar, but related, systems in solution (Petka et al. 1998).

The frequency changes observed with QCM-D as the environment was changed to and from the pH 4.5 buffer show a biphasic response, consisting of an almost instantaneous change in $\Delta f$ and D, followed by a more gradual change over the next four minutes. This most likely represents a re-ordering of the monolayer at pH 4.5 to a conformation that is different to those existing at other pHs. In addition to the helical sections, glutamic acid residues are found
in abundance in the polyelectrolyte linker regions primarily responsible for the water solubility of the protein (Petka et al. 1998). As glutamic acid side-chains have a pKₐ of 4.4, in the pH 4.5 buffer only approximately 50% of them will retain their negative charge. As a result the putative re-ordering of the monolayer may be due to a more gradual loss of solubility and dehydration of the protein.

6.3.1.3 Binding of Protein from Solution to Functionalised Surfaces

Figure 6-6 shows the change in thickness and density of monolayers, obtained by DPI, when exposed to 5 μM solutions of L2FC7 in pH 6.0, 7.4 and 11.2 for a duration of 40 minutes each. Exposure to pH 11.2 buffer, which should cause dissociation of coiled-coil dimers, always returned values to close to those of a monolayer, suggesting that changes observed were due to protein in solution non-covalently attaching to proteins in the monolayer and not to the underlying surface. The observed increase in mass is greater at pH 6.0 than at pH 7.4, which in turn is greater than at pH 11.2, a trend also consistent with the change in thickness. This, we propose, is also due to the increased stability of the coiled-coil dimers at acidic pH. At pH 11.2 some of the increase in thickness may be due to the change in thickness of the underlying monolayer. Conversely at pH 6.0 the increase in thickness due to protein association with the monolayer may be reduced to an extent by the established compacting of the monolayer that occurs when exposed to this pH.

Frequency change data for the addition of L2FC7 protein to the monolayer on the QCM-D sensor is shown in Figure 6-7. The sensor was first allowed to equilibrate in pH 6.0 buffer until a steady baseline was reached. At time, t = 1 min a 5 μM solution of L2FC7 in pH 6.0 buffer was added. This solution was allowed to incubate with the monolayer for 30 min before rinsing with pH 6.0 buffer for five minutes, and was then rinsed with 0.1M NaOH solution to dissociate any proteins that may be interacting, before again rinsing with pH 6.0 buffer. This was repeated with the pH 7.4 and 11.2 solutions and buffers. In all cases the frequency was found to decrease, suggesting that mass was
Figure 6-6: Change in a) thickness and b) mass of a monolayer of L2FC7 on exposure to 10μM solutions of L2FC7 of differing pH.
Figure 6-7: Change in QCM-D frequency due to adsorption of L2FC7 to monolayer with solutions of differing pH. After an alkaline wash (0.1M NaOH) majority of the freshly adsorbed mass is removed suggesting that observed mass increases were due to interaction with monolayer and not with the underlying surface.
added to the sensor crystal. At pH 6.0 (Δf of -20Hz after 30 min) the frequency was found to decrease at a faster rate than at pH 7.4 (Δf of -8Hz after 30 min), which in turn decreases at a faster rate than pH 11.2 (Δf of -4Hz after 30 min). Taking into account the Δf changes previously observed with monolayers due to pH alone then pH 7.4 and 11.2 have a net Δf of -8 Hz and pH 6.0 Δf is -18 Hz.

This trend follows closely the mass change trend seen with the DPI data. After the 0.1 M NaOH wash, Δf returned almost to the original values in the case of pH 6.0 and pH 7.4; indication that the observations largely represent protein adsorbing to the monolayer of L2FC7. The residual Δf values retained after the experiment may represent some of the protein being too tightly bound to be dissociated in the time frame of the wash, or some small amount of adherence to the underlying gold surface.

6.3.2 pH-Responsive Behaviour of an Alkali Stable Leucine Zipper Protein

6.3.2.1 Deposition of Monolayers of BCys on Surfaces

6.3.2.1.1 Dual Polarisation Interferometry

The protein BCys was deposited on the DPI sensor surface following the same protocol as previously described for L2FC7. Traces for the raw data showing both plane polarisations are shown in Figure 6-8. After sensor calibration a 10 mM solution of Sulfo-GMBS was allowed to flow over the sensor surface for approximately two minutes. The sensor was then rinsed with pH 7.4 solution. A 10 μM solution of BCys in pH 7.4 sodium phosphate solution was then allowed to flow over the surface of one sensor channel until a plateau in the
Figure 6-8: Raw phase change data for the addition of the monolayer of BCys to the DPI sensor surface. The peak apparent after approximately 6 min is an artefact due to change of flow rate at this point (100 to 50 μl min⁻¹).
trace was reached, i.e. no more protein was being deposited upon the surface. The other sensor channel was left with Sulfo-GMBS alone, to act as a control. The sensor surface was then rinsed twice with the acidic pH 4.5 solution in order to dissociate any protein non-covalently bound. At acidic pH the large number of positive charges carried by the lysine residues in the leucine zipper regions of the BCys proteins should destabilise any coiled-coil assemblies leading to their dissociation.

Data for the thickness of the deposited layer of the Sulfo-GMBS linker and BCys attached to the surface via Sulfo-GMBS is summarised in Table 6-2. Values presented are taken at pH 7.4 immediately after rinsing with buffers. The layer on the surface has an average thickness of 5.7 nm, with a mass of 4.1 ng mm$^2$. As with L2FC7 it is possible to calculate the average surface coverage of protein using Avogadro’s number along with the molecular weight of BCys (approx 8.5 kDa), assuming coverage of a monolayer was achieved. This yields an average surface coverage for each molecule of BCys of 4.6 nm$^2$. This value is the same as that estimated for the cross sectional area of the closely related acidic protein ACys of 4.6 nm$^2$ (O'Shea et al. 1991; Stevens et al. 2004), suggesting that maximal surface coverage has been achieved.

### 6.3.2.1.2 Quartz Crystal Microbalance

Graphical representations of the $\Delta f$ and D signals obtained during deposition of protein on the QCM-D sensor surface are shown in Figure 6-9. Before introduction of protein to the sensor surface the pH 7.4 buffer was introduced into the sample chamber until a steady baseline was achieved. Data recording was started and left running for one minute to provide a baseline for later comparison. At t =1 min a 10 $\mu$M solution of BCys in pH 7.4 sodium phosphate solution was added to the sample chamber. This initially lead to a rapid decrease in the $\Delta f$ value which slowed down and started to reach a plateau after approximately 10 min. A maximum $\Delta f$ value was observed at this point of -33 Hz. At t = 30 min the surface was rinsed with pH 7.4 solution,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>Mass (ng/mm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMBS</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCys</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6-2:** Summary of deposition of GMBS linker and protein BCys onto DPI sensor surface. The data for the protein layer includes quantities due to the presence of the linker.
**Figure 6-9:** Frequency (blue trace) and dissipation (yellow trace) data for immobilization of a monolayer of BCys onto a gold-coated QCM-D sensor crystal by direct thiol linkage.
which did not lead to any noticeable change in the \( \Delta f \) trace.

Two washes of pH 4.5 buffer were introduced at \( t = 40 \) min and \( t = 45 \) min. This was in order to dissociate any non-covalently-bound protein from the surface. However, this did not lead to an increase in the \( \Delta f \) value, which would indicate a loss of mass from the surface commensurate with the dissociation of weakly bound protein, although a decrease in D was measured suggesting an increase in the rigidity of the layer.

To further ensure that any non-covalently attached protein was removed from the layer it was decided to introduce two washes of 0.1 M HCl, which would be expected to have a greater effect on the dissociation of coiled-coil assemblies. These were introduced at \( t = 56 \) and \( t = 60 \) min. Introduction of the HCl solution caused an immediate shift in both \( \Delta f \) and D signals, although this will largely be due to the difference in the bulk solution properties, such as density, of the HCl compared with the phosphate solutions, rather than caused by changes in the layer. During the period of exposure to HCl there is an increase in the \( \Delta f \) signal, suggesting that mass was lost from the sensor surface. At \( t = 65 \) and 85 min the sample chamber was flushed out with washes of pH 7.4 solution to remove any HCl from the sample. During the first of these pH 7.4 washes an unusual behaviour was observed, where the \( \Delta f \) signal decreased over time, mirrored by an increase in D. It is possible that this is due to a re-ordering of the protein layer as it comes out of the extreme of pH caused by exposure to the HCl. It is quite possible that there is still some HCl present in the sample chamber, at least in the film deposited on the sensor, as when the further wash of pH 7.4 solution is applied the \( \Delta f \) and D signals reached a stable plateau.

The \( \Delta f \) value measured subsequent to washes of the proteins layer is approximately -27 Hz, suggesting that some mass was lost from the surface during the acid washes. An approximate mass for this layer can be calculated from the Sauerbray relationship for this \( \Delta f \) value of 1.7 ng mm\(^2\). From this value a footprint for the average space taken up by a single BCys molecule of
8.5 nm² can be estimated. This value is close to that calculated for the immobilisation of BCys on the DPI sensor, suggesting that the layers formed are comparable, and would be expected to show similar behaviour. The higher refractive index for the BCys layer compared with that for L2FC7 obtained for the DPI experiment suggests that the layer is much denser. This would suggest that there is a much greater volume fraction for the protein layer. This means that the BCys layer is most likely less hydrated than for L2FC7, and would explain why there is a much closer correlation between the values for the surface concentration of protein in the layer of BCys for DPI and QCM-D than was obtained with the L2FC7 experiments.

6.3.2.1.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance

To gain further insight into the formation of monolayers of BCys onto a gold surface similar to that of the QCM-D crystal the complementary technique of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) was employed. For this experiment pH 7.4 solution was used as a running buffer with the flow rate set at 5 µl min⁻¹. Figure 6-10 shows the change in the SPR trace as protein was allowed to bind to the sensor surface. The pH 7.4 solution was allowed to flow through the sample chamber for 60 s before the introduction of a 10 µM solution of BCys (pH 7.4) was introduced at point A. This was followed by an abrupt increase in sensor response indicating an addition of mass to the gold sensor surface, which then started to reach a plateau indicating that the surface was becoming saturated with little further increase in mass. After 1000 s a 0.1 M HCl solution was introduced (point B). The low pH of this solution promotes an increase in the number of lysine residues carrying positive charges and hence destabilise any dimers of BCys, allowing any protein not directly attached to the underlying gold surface to dissociate. After 1600 s (point C) the sample chamber was again flushed with pH 7.4 solution. However, the immediate abrupt increase in the response of the sensor at this point was most likely due
**Figure 6-10:** The adsorption of BCys in solution onto a gold-coated SPR sensor chip. Changes in sensor response is related to change in mass attached to the surface (RU). Protein is introduced (A,D), before a rinse with 0.1 M HCl (B,E) and a return to pH 7.4 running buffer (C,F).
to the change in the bulk properties of the solution surrounding the sensor and not a change in mass on the sensor. The response at this point is higher than at the start of the experiment by approximately 1250 response units (RU), indicating that the mass on the sensor had increased during the adsorption phase. To ensure that good monolayer coverage was achieved, this cycle was repeated with 10 μM of BCys injected at point D, followed by a rinse with 0.1 M HCl at point E before returning to pH 7.4 running solution at point F. Here a further increase in response is seen indicating that further protein attachment occurred, with a cumulative increase in sensor response of 1750 RU. For protein adsorption, 1000 RU is the equivalent of a surface concentration of 1 ng mm⁻² (Davis and Wilson 2000). This gives a final surface coverage of protein of 1.8 ng mm⁻² here. This value is identical to the value obtained with the QCM-D on an identical surface, suggesting that the observed differences between the QCM-D and DPI experiments are mostly due to surface coverage differences.

Given that QCM-D is sensitive to hydration within the layer it would be expected that the value obtained by QCM-D would be greater than obtained by SPR, but this is not the case here. However, it must be borne in mind that the Sauerbray equation used to calculate mass deposited on the QCM-D does not accurately account for visco-elastic layers and hence values obtained with it in this thesis can only be considered to be approximations.

6.3.2.2 Effect of pH Challenge on Monolayers of BCys

Monolayers of BCys attached to the DPI sensor, as described above, were exposed to injections of solutions with pH values of 4.5, 6.0, 9.5 and 11.2. Between each injection the surface was re-exposed to the running solution at pH 7.4. The calculated changes in both thickness and density for the layers relative to that at pH 7.4 are shown in Figure 6-11. For the first 100 s of each trace the monolayer is in the pH 7.4 running solution to give a baseline. At a time of 100 s a solution of another pH was then allowed to flow into the sample
Figure 6-11: Change in a) thickness and b) density of monolayers of BCys in different pH solutions. The values presented here are relative to the thickness and density at pH 7.4.
chamber for approximately a further 400 s before returning to the pH 7.4 running solution. As the pH was increased the monolayer was observed to undergo an increase in thickness. This was matched by a complimentary decrease in the density of the layer. At pH 4.5 the layer is relatively thin and dense while at pH 11.2 the layer is thicker and more diffuse, with a gradation of these effects at intermediate pH values.

As well as many polar residues, BCys contains a large number of hydrophobic residues, with 2 out of every 7 residues in the leucine zipper domains being hydrophobic. At low pH values when little or no coiled-coil assemblages are present these hydrophobic residues may associate to cause a collapse of the layer. Polymers with hydrophobic sections in water have a tendency to collapse into irregular, blob-like structures which may consist of a single unit or several units depending upon the relative sequence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic sections (Allegra and Ganazzoli 1997; Lee et al. 2002; Lee and Vilgis 2002b). It is quite possible that the hydrophobic residues in BCys may associate in this manner when not assembled into coiled-coil units, leading to a relatively compressed layer. As pH was increased and the leucine zipper sections assembled into coiled-coils, the height may increase slightly, leading to the small increase in height detected between the acidic pHs and pH 7.4. At the pH of 9.5 most of the BCys proteins in the layer are likely to be associated, but the layer thickness continues to increase, reaching a maximum at pH 11.2. As well as the leucine zipper regions, BCys also contains an amino-terminal random coil section, containing a number of polar residues. As the pH is increased in the alkali region, the sum of charges carried by amino acid side chains in this section will result in a significant net negative charge of -3.5 per molecule at pH 11.2, based upon the proportion of each side chain that will be charged at this pH. As has been seen from the work in chapter 3 and in the literature (Li and Witten 1995) an overall charge on a random coil chain will cause a more elongated conformation to be adopted. This could result in the elongation of this amino terminal section of the BCys protein to become more elongated at high pH and to an increasing extent as pH increases.
A more complex behaviour was observed when the surfaces were exposed to a pH transition from 7.4 to 4.5. Initially there was a decrease in thickness accompanied by an increase in density of the layer. This then subsides, returning to close to the original value. As the pH 7.4 solution returns to the chamber there is an initial spike in the thickness and density traces followed by a change to a layer that is thicker and less dense before returning to the baseline. This behaviour is quite different to that observed at the next pH of 6.0 where, the thickness of the layer decreased slightly relative to at pH 7.4, with a concurrent increase in density of the layer. This behaviour was maintained steadily until the pH was returned to 7.4, whereupon there was a rapid and uncomplicated return to the baseline.

In addition as pH was changed to 4.5 there was a small mass change (Figure 6-12). The mass initially underwent a rapid increase, followed by slower, steadier increase which mimicked the steady increase observed in the thickness trace. As the monolayer underwent this transition there was quite a significant change in the charge of the protein, with a much greater number of positive charges being present. As such, it is quite possible that the change in mass is due to the exchange of ionic species within the layer as there would be expected to be an exchange of sodium ions (with a molecular weight of 23) with heavier chloride ions (molecular weight 35.5) as the layer changes its relative charge. It is therefore likely that the observed behaviour as the layer shifts from pH 7.4 to 4.5 and then back again is the result of a rearrangement of the proteins in the layer from a relatively ordered structure with some coiled-coil content, to a less ordered but relatively compact layer, with an associated mass change as associated sodium ions within this layer are replaced by chloride and phosphate ions.

In contrast, as the layer returned to pH 7.4 from pH 11.2 there was an immediate but incomplete return towards its original pH 7.4 level, followed by a slower decrease. If the layer at pH 11.2 consists of proteins that are almost completely in tightly ordered coiled-coil states, diffusion of the lower pH solution may be relatively slow, causing a delay in the time taken for the layer
**Figure 6-12:** Mass change observed in BCys monolayer when undergoing transition to and from pH 4.5. Here pH 4.5 is injected into the sample chamber at 162 min, followed by a return to pH 7.4 running solution at 168 min.
to return to its pH 7.4 state.

The pH of the solution surrounding the BCys monolayer immobilised onto the QCM-D sensor was altered in a similar manner (Figure 6-13). As the pH was adjusted there was a shift in both the Δf and D traces, although the magnitude of these shifts was much less than that observed with the L2FC7 protein. As the pH was increased an increase in D and a decrease in Δf was observed. This would suggest that the layer was more rigid at a low pH. The change in Δf also indicates a probable gain in the mass of the layer, which is most likely due to an increase in the hydration of the layer. The drop in average density of the layer seen in the DPI experiments is also suggestive of a decreasing volume fraction of the protein layer, indicating a greater proportion of fluid in the layer.

In studies by Stevens (Stevens et al. 2004) on the related protein of ACys, using the QCM-D technique, a similar trend to that observed here in Δf and D was observed (although the magnitudes of the shifts seen here with BCys are less than was observed with ACys). This was attributed to the proteins at low pH being associated in a rigid, compact, and ordered layer due to the leucine zipper sequences in the proteins being associated as coiled-coil assemblies. As the pH was raised the leucine zippers became less associated and more hydrated, leading to an increase in the D signal and a decrease in Δf. With the protein BCys this is an unlikely explanation as BCys was designed to form coiled-coil structures with a pH dependency opposite to that of ACys. It is already established that BCys forms more stable coiled-coil dimers at high pH than at low pH (Petka 1997). Again the results cannot entirely be explained solely by changes in the association of the leucine zipper sections of the molecule. However, both the zipper section and the amino-terminal sections of the proteins may change their relative amounts of hydration with pH. It is possible that for BCys the zipper section loses hydration as coiled-coil structures form with increasing pH, but at the same time the amino-terminal tail may be increasingly hydrated as it becomes more extended due to an overall negative charge. If this is the case then for BCys the hydration of the
Figure 6-13: Change in frequency and dissipation of BCys monolayers exposed to different pH environments detected by QCM-D. Numbered arrows mark the injection of a different pH solution into the sample chamber.
leucine zipper portion of the layer and the hydration of the amino-terminal layer have pH dependencies that run contrary to each other, whereas for ACys they are in accord. It must be emphasised that it is this amino-terminal section of the protein which will form the interface between the protein layer and bulk solution, and so changes in this part of the protein may have a significant effect on measurements taken. This could explain why the $\Delta f$ and D shifts for BCys are observed to be much less than for ACys, with a maximum shift across the range of measurements of 8 Hz, whereas Stevens obtained total shifts of 20 Hz with ACys.

Together the data suggests that as pH increases from a low to high regime, the average thickness of the layer increases, as it changes from consisting of partially collapsed and disordered layers to a thicker more ordered layer of associated leucine zippers, with a secondary layer consisting of the amino-terminal sections of the proteins extending into the solution. As this change occurs the average protein density drops. The leucine zipper sections will become less hydrated as they associate, but this will be countered by the association of water in the more diffuse upper layer.

### 6.3.2.3 Effect of pH on Adsorption of BCys Proteins to BCys Monolayers

BCys monolayers attached to a DPI sensor chip as described above were exposed to 5 $\mu$M solutions of BCys with different pH values. Figure 6-14 shows the change in thickness and density of these monolayers when exposed to the protein solutions for 40 minutes. Between exposures to the protein solutions the monolayers were rinsed with pH 4.5 buffer and then 0.1 M HCl to dissociate any protein not covalently associated with the layer. However, while these acid washes did reduce the mass of the layers, they were not returned completely to their original values. This suggests that some of the solution protein associating with the layer was very tightly bound. The observed
Figure 6-14: Change in a) thickness and b) mass of a monolayer of BCys on addition of different pH solutions of 10μM BCys as measured by DPI.
increase in both thickness and mass is significantly greater at pH 7.4 than for either pH 4.5 or pH 11.2 indicating that more protein became associated with the layer at this pH. At an acidic pH it would not be expected that many coiled-coil structures would be present due to their low stability at this pH, which is what is indicated by the results here. However, at pH 11.2 there was also no increase in the mass of the layer. This can be explained by the tight packing of the monolayer, which would leave individual proteins in close proximity to their neighbours. As the pH is increased to pH 11.2 they are most likely to form coiled-coil assemblies with their neighbours preventing protein in solution from interacting with the layer.

In Figure 6-15 are shown the $\Delta f$ traces for a QCM-D sensor crystal with an attached monolayer of BCys when exposed to BCys protein in solutions of different pH. The surface was allowed to equilibrate with pH 7.4 buffer until a steady baseline was achieved. At time, $t = 1$ min a 10 $\mu$M solution of BCys was injected into the sample chamber. At $t = 30$ min the chamber was flushed with a solution of 0.1 M HCl for 5 min before returning to pH 7.4 solution. This was repeated with at pH 4.5 and 11.2. The change in $\Delta f$ was larger at pH 7.4 (-11 Hz) than at either pH 4.5 (-9 Hz) or pH 11.2 (-1 Hz), indicating that at pH 7.4 there was the largest increase in mass. However, unlike the observation made for the DPI measurements, the pH 4.5 $\Delta f$ is much greater than at pH 11.2. Again the most likely explanation for the lack of mass increase at pH 11.2 is the density with which the proteins are seeded on the surface. As the pH is changed to one which most favours the formation of coiled-coil assemblies adjacent BCys proteins are most likely to associate with their neighbours before there is a chance for proteins in solution to interact with the layer.
Figure 6-15: Change in frequency of a QCM-D crystal in response to the association of BCys proteins in solution at different pH values to a monolayer of BCys attached to the sensor.
6.4 Conclusions

6.4.1 L2FC7 Summary

The L2FC7 protein, previously known to form a pH-responsive gel in solution, has been immobilized as a monolayer to the glass- and gold-based sensor surfaces of a DPI and QCM-D respectively. We have thus created surfaces responsive to changes in the pH of the surrounding environment. A molecular footprint of 59 nm$^2$ for the L2FC7 protein on glass and an apparent footprint of 6.6 nm$^2$ on the gold surface was established. The differences between the layers observed with the two techniques is most likely due to differences in the way mass changes are detected in the techniques here, and to limitations in the way mass change was calculated for the QCM-D technique, as well as differences in the immobilisation strategy between the two techniques.

We have studied the behaviour of the monolayers when exposed to solutions of different pH both with and without L2FC7 protein in solution. At acidic pH the monolayers were thinner, denser and stiffer than at neutral or alkaline pH. This was concluded to be due to the increased association of proteins via coiled-coil forming domains, due to the decrease in electrostatic repulsion between glutamic acid residues in the core-flanking regions of the coiled-coils as pH was lowered. Under alkaline conditions the layers were relatively diffuse, more fluid like and increasingly hydrated as the constituent proteins become predominantly dissociated due to the large number of repulsive negative charges carried by the molecules.

When solutions of L2FC7 at different pH were exposed to these monolayers protein bound to the surface-immobilised proteins in a pH-dependent manner.
As the pH was decreased the amount of protein that could be adsorbed to the layer was increased, due to the increasing stability of association between the helical coiled-coil-forming domains and an increase in the number of links between the proteins in solution and those immobilised to the surface.

6.4.2 BCys Summary

Monolayers of the protein BCys were also immobilised on a variety of surfaces. Footprints for each surface were very similar, with a slightly more concentrated coverage on the glass DPI sensor surface. The optical and mechanical techniques of SPR and QCM-D had close agreement when BCys was immobilised on a gold surface, suggesting that the greater coverage on the DPI sensor was largely a result of the different immobilisation strategy employed.

When monolayers of BCys were challenged with different pH environments it was found that the layers became thicker and more diffuse as the pH increased. At the same time the frequency and dissipation responses obtained by QCM-D suggested that the layer became less rigid and more hydrated at high pH. A model for the changes in the layer was suggested where at low pH, as the proteins are dissociated, the layer is partially collapsed from association of hydrophobic residues. As the pH is increased, coiled-coil structures assemble, creating a more ordered layer, which is most likely more rigid and less hydrated than at lower pH. At the same time the amino-terminal random coil section of the protein becomes more extended as it increases in charge, causing it to become less rigid and more hydrated. The QCM-D data observed is a net result of the two sub-layers of the monolayer, leading to a net increase in hydration and loss of rigidity.

When monolayers were exposed to BCys proteins in solutions of different pH mass increases were the most pronounced at neutral pH. At high pH when it
would be expected for most coiled-coil dimers to form, the close proximity of adjacent proteins in the monolayer probably cause them to associate with each other before proteins in solution have time to significantly interact with the layer. One possible way to test the validity of this in future work is to repeat this experiment using a surface with protein coverage of lower density.

### 6.4.3 General Conclusions

The two proteins studied in this chapter have shown very different responses to pH challenge. The monolayers of the acidic protein L2FC7 became thicker, less dense and more hydrated, and less rigid as the leucine zipper regions became dissociated. Conversely, for the basic BCys protein the layer became thinner and denser as its leucine zipper domain became predominantly dissociated. The difference is hypothesised to be the much greater proportion of hydrophobic residues in the BCys protein, which will cause the layer to undergo a partial collapse. The greater part of the L2FC7 protein is occupied by poly-electrolyte spacers which are very hydrophilic, and would therefore not be expected to precipitate.

In this chapter pH-responsive surfaces have been demonstrated, created from molecules designed as responsive protein-based hydrogels. In addition the complementarity of the techniques of DPI and QCM-D when monitoring the behaviour of biomolecular films has been demonstrated. An improved understanding of the behaviour of such proteins at surfaces has implications for a wide range of applications where the coiled-coil motif has potential to grant environmental responsiveness.
Chapter 7: The Investigation of a more Complex Coiled-coil Architecture

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter are detailed experiments in which a spectrum of force is used to probe the stability of coiled-coil assemblies with a more complex architecture than those previously examined in this thesis. The coiled-coils examined in this chapter consist of three sub-units, which combine to form two-helix leucine zippers. This system, termed the ‘belt and braces’ is a peptide-based linker system originally designed de novo in the laboratory of Woolfson et al (Ryadnov et al. 2003; Ryadnov and Woolfson 2003), designed for mediating the assembly of nanoparticles. It consists of a three peptide assembly of proteins labelled Bn, Bc and A. In particular it has been successfully used to direct the ordered aggregation of gold nanoparticles (Ryadnov et al. 2003). Here the nanoparticles were functionalised with Bn and Bc. When the protein A was added to solution the nanoparticles assembled into networks with an even 7 nm distance between each other, corresponding to the length of the protein assembly in helical form. This is a coiled-coil system of more complex architecture than that studied earlier in this thesis, and nothing is currently known about the mechanical properties of these structures. For any nanostructures which may be exposed to external forces their response to mechanically applied force can be important. The purpose of the experiments described in this chapter is to use force to probe the stability of the belt and braces linker system under mechanical stress at the single molecule level.
7.1.1 The ‘Belt and Braces’ System.

The protein system examined in this chapter consists of three proteins. These are termed Bn, Bc (the ‘braces’) and A (the ‘belt’). The two brace proteins are able to combine with the belt to form a two-stranded leucine zipper assembly. In Figure 7-1 the amino acid sequences for these proteins are shown. The brace proteins Bn and Bc consist of 24 and 23 amino acid residues each, while the belt protein A contains 42 amino acids. At the amino-terminal end of Bn and the carboxy-terminal end of Bc is contained a three-residue GGC sequence, which can allow easy attachment to surfaces via the terminal cysteine residue.

When assembled, the resulting coiled-coil consists of six heptad repeats, with three being formed by Bn-A and three by Bc-A. All of the \( a \) sites consist of isoleucine and all of the \( d \) sites are leucine, which favours the formation of a two-stranded zipper assembly, over other possible assemblages (Woolfson and Alber 1995).

7.1.2 Aims and Objectives

In chapter 4 a dynamic force approach was used to probe the stability of a leucine zipper-type coiled-coil assembly. In this chapter a similar approach will be used to probe that of a leucine zipper of more complex architecture. It is the aim of the work detailed in this chapter to determine the stability of the belt and braces assembly under a regime of increasing force, and hence to infer information about the unloaded dissociation kinetics of the assembly and the response to force of the linkage. For the making of nanostructures which may be exposed to mechanical stresses of some form it is useful to have knowledge of the mechanical properties of the linkages between particles.
Figure 7-1: Diagrammatic representation of the Belt and Braces assembly. At the top is a helical wheel diagram representing the assembled leucine zipper, with Bn and Bc on the left and A on the right hand side. Note that the core-flanking (e and g) positions are all glutamic acid for the braces and lysines for the belt. These opposite charges of these regions are designed to increase the stability of this assembly. At the bottom is illustrated how the proteins fit together. The // represents the division between Bn and Bc, halfway along the length of A.
7.2 Materials and Methods

Unless otherwise stated, all chemicals used in this work were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Ltd. (Gillingham, Kent). Proteins A, Bn and Bc (Ryadnov et al. 2003) were a kind gift from Dr Dek Woolfson (University of Sussex). Proteins were produced by peptide synthesis on a Pioneer Peptide Synthesis System (PE Applied Biosystems, CA).

All measurements were taken in 10 mM MOPS buffer adjusted to pH 7.0 with 1 M NaOH. In the previous experiments with ACys and BCys (as described in chapter 4) proteins were co-incubated on the surfaces with mercapto-undecanol, both to limit the number of interactions seen, and hence keep multiple interactions to a minimum, as well as to help reduce non-specific interactions between surfaces. This approach was again used here, but because Bn and Bc have a much shorter non-helical section attached to the surfaces (three amino acids each), the shorter molecule of mercapto-propanol was used instead.

Gold surfaces were prepared by using the template-stripped gold method (Hegner et al. 1993) to create a clean flat gold surface on glass. Surfaces were then functionalised by incubation overnight with a 200 μM solution of mercapto-propanol and 2 μM of Bn protein in 75% v/v ethanol. Surfaces were then rinsed with several washes of high purity de-ionised water and buffer, before allowing to incubate with a (10 μM) solution of protein A for at least two hours, before again rinsing with buffer solution.

Cantilevers used were MCLT-AUHW type (Veeco, Santa Barbera) with nominal spring constants of approximately 12 pN nm\(^{-1}\). AFM cantilevers were sputter-coated with 30 nm thickness of gold on both sides prior to functionalisation. Gold-coated cantilevers were incubated overnight in a 200
μM solution of mercapto-undecanol and a 2 μM solution of Bc protein in 75 % v/v ethanol. All measurements were carried out using a MFP-1D molecular force probe (Asylum Research Inc. Santa Barbera CA.) with an Igor Pro software interface (Wavemetrics Inc., Lake Oswego OR. USA). AFM cantilevers were calibrated and spring constants calculated during each experiment from their ambient thermal excitation spectra (Hutter and Bechhoefer 1993) as detailed in chapter 2. Force curves were rectified to show force versus probe sample separation, before measuring rupture force and extension.

7.3 Results and Discussion

To assess whether specific Bn-A-Bc interactions were being measured a system of several control measurements was first performed between a Bc-and mercapto-undecanol-functionalised probe and gold surfaces coated with various functionalities, as illustrated in Figure 7-2. Firstly the probe was allowed to interact with a surface coated with a monolayer of mercapto-undecanol alone. This was to assess whether any interactions could occur between the protein Bc and mercapto-undecanol; or between mercapto-undecanol on the probe with mercapto-undecanol on the surface. Typical force curves obtained from this set-up are shown in Figure 7-3: a). Secondly the probe was allowed to enter contact with the surface functionalised with both protein Bn and mercapto-undecanol. Examples of typical force curves are shown in Figure 7-3: c). From these two regimes less than 0.5% of force curves exhibited any signs of being specific interactions, i.e. generated force curves with a characteristic curved shape in the retract region. The majority of force curves showed no interaction at all, with a small number of curves exhibiting underlying ‘non-specific’ interactions between the underlying surfaces, where no stretching is in evidence. The final set of control measurements involved the interaction of the probe with a surface containing the Bn protein with an excess of the cross-linking protein A in solution. This should to a large extent block
**Figure 7-2:** Schematic of the experimental set-up. Protein Bn is covalently attached to the surface via a thiol linkage, while the protein Bc is attached to the cantilever. Proteins on both the cantilever and the substrate are diluted on their respective surfaces by the presence of mercapto-undecanol. Sections a), b) and c) represent the different control set-ups, while d) shows the set-up for measurements of the full Bc-A-Bn complex.
Figure 7-3: a) Force distance curves obtained from interactions of a cantilever probe covered with protein Bc versus a surface covered with mercapto-undecanol alone. b) Force curves from probe coated with Bc against a surface coated with Bn in the absence of cross-linking protein A. c) Curves obtained with probe coated in Bc and surface coated with Bn with an excess of protein A in solution. d) Force curves obtained with a probe coated with Bc, and a surface functionalised with Bn and A proteins showing specific stretching events.
most specific Bc-A-Bn interactions from occurring by the presence of A proteins attached to both the Bc and Bn proteins before the probe and surface are allowed to enter into contact. The proportion of specific interactions seen with this experimental set-up was approximately 2%. In the experimental measurements where a Bc-coated probe was allowed to interact with a Bn-A functionalised surface approximately 10% of force curves exhibited specific interactions. This demonstrates that the majority of force curves identified as representing specific interactions of the Bc-A-Bn complex are not from another source, e.g. direct interactions between Bc and Bn or between protein and the mercapto-undecanol spacer. Examples of curves demonstrating specific interactions from this set-up are shown in Figure 7-3: d).

In Figure 7-4 histograms of rupture forces are shown for force curves taken at three different retract velocities: 3000, 2000 and 500 nm s⁻¹. In order to determine the peak (modal) rupture force, each measured rupture force was assumed to be the centre of a Gaussian distribution with width equal to the cantilever noise. These distributions were then all summed and the peak of the resulting distribution determined and used as the modal force. This methodology is described in greater detail in chapter 4 and this eliminates the influence of arbitrary binning size on peak force when determining the mode directly from histograms. Peak rupture forces determined in this way were 40, 46 and 51 pN for retract rates of 500, 2000 and 3000 pN nm⁻¹ respectively, indicating a positive relationship between force and retract speed. In Figure 7-5 are plotted obtained f* values against probe retract rate on a logarithmic scale.

The model described by equations 4-7 and 4-8 was fitted to the data by the methodology outlined in chapter 4, to allow the determination of the unloaded dissociation rate and the force scale. For the fit to the data the additional parameters of contour length, Lc, and persistence length, p, are required. Proteins Bn and Bc are both attached to surfaces via a three residue non-leucine zipper section. Assuming a length per residue of 0.38 nm, this gives a total Lc of 2.3 nm. For the p length a value of 0.4 nm was used. This is the value most frequently quoted in the literature for random coil sections of
Figure 7-4: Histograms obtained from rupture forces for interactions between the Bn-A-Bc complex at three different retract velocities: a) 3000 nm s\(^{-1}\); b) 2000 nm s\(^{-1}\); c) 500 nm s\(^{-1}\).
proteins (Rief et al. 1997; Zhou 2001). The optimal fit to the data is shown in Figure 7-5 as a smooth line. As can be seen the fit passes through the data reasonably well, suggesting a reliable fit, despite the low number of data points. Unfortunately due to time restrictions on the project it was not possible to obtain more measurements, widening the range of probe velocities. From this fit to the data a value for the unloaded dissociation rate, $V_0$ was obtained of $1.80$ s$^{-1}$ (standard deviation $+/- 0.96$ s$^{-1}$). This value is remarkably similar to the $V_0$ value obtained in chapter 4 for ACys at neutral and acidic pH of $1.78$ s$^{-1}$. The values obtained for $f_0$ and $x_0$ were $4.14$ pN ($+/- 0.47$) and $0.99$ nm ($+/- 0.1$) respectively. These values are also fairly close to those obtained with ACys. This indicates that features of the energy landscape for these proteins as revealed by dynamic force spectroscopy, such as distance to primary energy barriers are very similar. Given the very different design approaches for these two types of leucine zippers, this may be a result of coincidence, rather than a common feature of the motif.

Although the connections between Bc and Bn with A are similar, consisting of three heptads each, there is a difference in their respective affinities, with the Bc-A interaction being less stable than the Bn-A interaction (Ryadnov et al. 2003). It is not possible to make the distinction from the data obtained here between a rupture event at the Bc-A assemblage or Bn-A. If there was a large separation in the affinity of the two connections then it would be expected that a bimodal distribution of forces would be apparent. This is not seen in the histograms of force data shown here. It must therefore be concluded that either both are rupturing at very similar force values with similar dynamic force behaviour, or that one interaction is so much more stable than the other that its rupture is a rare event.
Figure 7-5: Plot of $f^*$ against log (probe retract velocity) for Bn-A-Bc complexes. Points shown here are the peak forces from the distributions shown in Figure 7-4. The smooth line represents equation 4-7 fitted to the data.
7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have used force as a probe to examine the non-covalent interactions of a coiled-coil assembly of a more complicated architecture than that previously examined. A series of control measurements were made which demonstrate that specific interactions involving the entire Bc-A-Bn complex were being measured. Interactions occurred only in the presence of all three, and were inhibited from occurring when measurements were made with an excess of protein A in solution.

Rupture forces were measured at a range of retract speeds and this data has been used to calculate off rates at zero loading. However, the experiments here must be considered as preliminary experiments, as it was not possible to obtain data from the full range of practicable retract rates obtainable by AFM. If any further experiments on this system, it would broaden the force spectrum and hence allow more reliable calculations of off rates, force scale etc.

The measurements carried out in this section have produced data for unloaded off rates and force scales which are consistent with measurements taken earlier on another leucine zipper assembly (chapter 4), ACys. However, due to the different design approaches between the systems, this similarity is likely to be serendipitous and not reflect any fundamental properties of the leucine zipper motif (Petka 1997; Petka et al. 1998; Ryadnov et al. 2003).
Chapter 8 : General Conclusions

Previously a series of environmentally-responsive protein hydrogel systems were created, utilising the assembly of leucine zipper sequences as cross-linking domains. As outlined in Chapter 1 these systems are known to undergo reversible transitions in their physical behaviour, switching between viscous liquids and gels, in response to changes in environmental factors such as pH, temperature and solution concentration. The pH-dependent transition is due to the change in ionisation of amino acid side-chains in regions flanking the hydrophobic cores of the coiled-coils, and was of primary interest in this work.

Whilst the bulk properties of these systems are relatively well characterised, little data previously existed at the molecular scale. The primary aim of the work presented in this thesis was to generate data at the single molecule and mesoscale levels to gain a better understanding of how properties at this more fundamental level relate to those previously observed at the macroscopic level.

The first study undertaken was that with the simplest experimental architecture, to probe the mechanical compliance of single molecules of the hydrogel proteins AC_{10}ACys and AC_{28}ACys and how this altered with a change in solution pH. Of particular interest was the entropic elasticity of the protein molecules. Changes in stiffness of the molecules can be related to changes of charge in the protein chains which has implications both for the swelling of hydrogels and their behaviour on surfaces. In addition any change in stiffness due to a change in pH would have implications for DFS experiments undertaken later, as changes in stiffness of protein linking the leucine zipper sections to surfaces can have a profound effect on the rate of loading of force onto bonds of interest. As the proteins examined are probed singly they are
expected to be in a random coil configuration when extended, therefore mathematical models which describe polymer chains with no ordered secondary structure were considered most appropriate for analysing the force curves. For this reason the WLC model was selected as it has previously been found to describe random coil proteins well, with persistence length of the order of 0.4 nm (Rief et al. 1997; Zhou 2001). For both proteins studied persistence lengths were very close to this literature-quoted value.

In addition, examination of the maximum extension lengths observed showed that at pH 4.5 the mean extension was less than that observed at pH 7.4 and 11.2. This was observed with both AC_{10}ACys and AC_{28}ACys. This can be attributed to the negative charges found on these protein molecules at the pH values studied, particularly the polyelectrolyte spacer region, which increases with pH. This would be expected to cause the proteins to more readily accept an elongated conformation. It would be expected that such a change would also cause an increase in the $p$ of the proteins, but no such pH-dependent shift in $p$ values was observed. This change was not observed, and it was concluded that this may have been too subtle an effect to be observed from the obtained data.

The data generated by this first study has implications of two sorts. Firstly it is consistent with the swelling observed in hydrogels formed with these proteins (Petka 1997), suggesting that the polyelectrolyte spacer molecules become more elongated as pH increases and they become increasingly hydrated. Secondly it had implications for the experiments described in chapter 4 and 7 which use force to probe single molecular bonds between these proteins. The compliance of the protein to force has a significant effect on the rate at which force is applied to the dimers.

In the second study described in this thesis, in chapter 4, force was used to probe the kinetic stability of dimers of coiled-coils. For this work the proteins ACys and BCys were used, each of which contain a single leucine zipper motif. It is the coiled-coil motif that forms the association domain between the hydrogel proteins examined in this thesis and is thus essential for their
function. Homodimers of the protein ACys were loaded with force at a range of rates and environmental pH values. At all of the retract velocities studied, the force at which the dimers became dissociated was significantly greater at pH 4.5 and pH 7.4 than at pH 11.2, suggesting greater stability at low and neutral pH values than at alkaline pH. A positive relationship was observed between rupture force and retract velocity at pH 4.5 and pH 7.4, suggesting that these measurements were probing the system far from equilibrium i.e. rather than spontaneous dissociation occurring the force applied was accelerating the dissociation kinetics of the dimers. As a consequence it was possible to use a dynamic force spectroscopy based analysis, allowing estimation of off rates and \( f_B \). At pH 11.2 the rupture force remained constant and did not vary with retract velocity, an observation which is consistent with force applied to a system close to equilibrium i.e. the characteristic lifetime of the bonds was comparable to the time over which the bond was being probed. As the threshold at which bonds switch between close-to and far-from-equilibrium is dependent upon the equilibrium constant, \( K_{eq} \), then it was hypothesised that between pH 7.4 and 11.2 an increase in the off rate for the bond had occurred.

The related protein BCys was also examined using forces at a single velocity, with rupture forces much lower than for the same velocity with ACys, suggesting that BCys homodimers are less mechanically stable than ACys homodimers.

The results of this study are consistent with previous observations (Petka 1997; Petka et al. 1998), suggesting that at high pH, acidic leucine zipper dimers are less stable and hence more fluid like than at lower pH, leading to the ability to form more stable gel networks at low pH which dissociate to viscous fluids with increasing pH. Conversely, the opposite behaviour is observed with hydrogels utilising the basic leucine zipper as a dimerisation domain. As far as the authors are aware this is the first time that the coiled-coil motif has been probed at the single molecule level using a spectrum of loading rates and hence demonstrates that this methodology is effective in the study of the kinetic stability of this motif. This has provided information about the mechanical
behaviour of coiled-coils in solution, and their dynamic response to force. As biomaterials which may be made using coiled-coil motifs as linkages are likely to be routinely exposed to external forces, the observation of their behaviour in response to force is therefore highly appropriate.

In chapter 5 the resonance response of thermally oscillating AFM cantilevers was adopted as a probe to study the viscosity of fluid containing hydrogel proteins and also their association at different pH values. A correlation was noticed between resonant frequency of cantilevers and protein concentration, suggesting that increases in solution viscosity were being monitored. However, it was not possible to detect differences between protein solutions of different pH, possibly due to limitations on the sensitivity of this method. Observations were also made of the association of proteins onto and in the vicinity of the cantilever, due to mass-dependent effects on their resonance response. This was observed to vary with pH, in a manner consistent with their design (Guhr 2000). This observation demonstrates that much care must be taken, in any future attempts to measure changes in viscosity by such an approach to ensure that interactions between cantilevers and the solution do not create erroneous results.

The work detailed in this chapter provided some complimentary information on the behaviour of various hydrogel proteins in solution. The technique used represents rheology on a much smaller scale than conventional rheological methods allow, consequently requiring much smaller volumes for experiments. The work carried out in this chapter provides an increase in the development of this technique and has demonstrated the importance of the careful preparation of cantilevers before measurements using AFM cantilevers as probes.

In chapter 6, pH-responsive switchable surfaces were created using the proteins BCys and L2FC7. These surfaces were then examined using the complementary optical and mechanical techniques of DPI and QCM-D. The surfaces functionalised with a monolayer of BCys were found to become thinner and denser and more rigid at low pH, and became thicker and less rigid
at high pH. A model for the behaviour of the layer was postulated where at low pH as the proteins are unassociated, the layer is partially collapsed due to the hydrophobic association of amino acid residues within each protein. As the pH is increased coiled-coil structure begin to assemble resulting in the creation of a more ordered and thicker layer. At the same time the amino-terminal random coil section will become more extended as it increases in charge, becoming less rigid and more hydrated.

The hydrogel protein L2FC7 was also immobilised as a monolayer onto surfaces and exposed to challenge with different pH solutions. At acidic pH monolayers were thinner, denser and stiffer than at neutral or alkaline pH values. It was concluded that this was due to the increased association of leucine zipper sections of the proteins to form coiled-coil structures, in turn the result of a lower proportion of glutamic acid residues carrying charge and hence less destabilising repulsion between the helices. In addition, as pH increased the polyelectrolyte spacer sections of each protein will carry greater proportion of negative charges, which would be expected to result in an elongation and subsequent increase in hydration as the molecule becomes extended. This is also consistent with observations of the mechanical extension of single hydrogel proteins as detailed in chapter 3, and related to the swelling of hydrogels formed from these proteins (Petka 1997).

The optical and mechanical techniques of DPI and QCM-D were employed in a complimentary manner in this chapter, which allowed comparison between them. This allowed comparisons between parameters such as thickness and density as generated by DPI with changes in rigidity and mass of the layer as assessed by QCM-D. Together these measurements made the interpretation of the behaviour of the protein monolayers more straightforward than from one technique alone. For example, simple models already exist to allow the interpretation of frequency and dissipation change data obtained by QCM-D into parameters such as viscosity and density as well as more accurate data for changes in the mass of viscoelastic materials (Voinova et al. 1999; Höök et al. 2001; Höök et al. 2002; Voinova et al. 2002); however they were not sufficient
to allow interpretation of the data gathered in this work in such terms. With the development of more sophisticated models it may be possible to combine $A_f$ and $D$ values along with parameters of thickness obtained from optical techniques such as DPI or ellipsometry to gain this further quantitative information.

Finally in chapter 7, a series of preliminary measurements were described using a coiled-coil-forming system of a more complex architecture than those previously examined. A series of control measurements demonstrated that specific interactions were being examined of an assembly of three proteins forming a two-stranded coiled-coil. Although only a small range of retract rates was examined, values for off rates and $f_p$ were consistent with those obtained previously between homodimers of ACys.

In summary, this thesis describes a range of approaches utilized in the examination of a series of proteins containing the coiled-coil motif as the primary functional domain. Starting at the single molecule level and scaling up to the mesoscale, the behaviour of hydrogel-forming proteins has been assessed, particularly with respect to the interactions of the coiled-coil-forming domains. Studies have concentrated on the change of physical characteristics of these proteins and their assemblies as pH has been altered. We have thus been able to connect behaviour of these proteins at the molecular scale to bulk properties of solutions and materials formed from them. With the increasing use of the coiled-coil motif as a cross-linking domain in the use of biomaterials it is increasingly important to be able to connect the behaviour of such materials to the behaviour of the coiled-coil motif at the molecular scale, to gain further insight into the mechanisms behind their behaviour. It will be interesting in the future to see the development of techniques in conjunction with each other in a complimentary manner to solve these problems, both for this motif and also for more complex protein structural motifs which may also be utilised in the creation of biomaterials.
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